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Abstract
This thesis seeks to provide exploratory insights into the transformation, adaptation and
adaptation processes of post-WWII modernist mass-housing projects, using
Casablanca’s laboratory neighbourhoods as a case-study. A historical contextualisation
of Casablanca’s development depicts a city shaped by the modernist principles of the
Athens Charter. Yet, over the space of half a century, the urban tissue has extensively
evolved – both from a social and physical perspective – shaped by its inhabitants and in
a fashion that the urban visionaries had not foreseen. Results of a five-week fieldwork
focusing on the Hay Mohammadi neighbourhood aim to provide social perspectives into
the logics behind these extensive bottom-up, informal dwelling transformations. Using
an in-depth, qualitative semi-structured interview process with local inhabitants and
other stakeholders, it has been found that the underlying reasons for occupant’s
appropriation are multiple, and originate from complex and variegated socio-economic,
traditional and cultural interplays. Throughout our analysis, we highlight the
underexplored relevance of cultural factors in inhabitants’ housing practices. We also
underline the often overlooked importance of considering ‘immobility’ in housing
choice: in-situ transformation is as viable a strategy as moving out, especially in
contexts where regulatory, political and economic conditions facilitate such practices.
These explanations have implications for our appreciation of modernist housing projects
and their suitability for 1950s Casablanca, and hold valuable insights for future research
on similar neighbourhoods in Europe and the Netherlands, often populated by new
migrant communities from the Maghreb.
Keywords
Housing adjustments, User-initiated transformation, Culture, Qualitative research,
Modernism, Hay Mohammadi, Casablanca.
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Preface
Insert the preface here.
Careful now.
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CHAPTER ONE – INTRODUCTION
Casablanca. A new-born city. A city of unparalleled growth. A city of thousands, of
millions, of the extremes: a megacity.
In the space of one century, a medium-sized town of a few thousand inhabitants
developed into the biggest agglomeration in Morocco and the Arab world. Casablanca
has gone from being a village centred on subsistence fishing to being the power-house
of a nation, from a quiet market town to the economic hub of a region. It is a city of
many riches, stricken by poverty. A place of attraction, magnetic, pulling people from
their roots in the Berber tribes of the Atlas, from their quiet pastures of the Rif. It
refuses to give up, refuses to slow down. And so the people converge. So they have
done in the past, and so they will continue do in the future. The city will not give up.
Casablanca is not a slow-burner. It is a megacity.
Rural-to-urban migrations
The trend is global, mind you: rural-to-urban migrations are widespread, and have been
for some time. We are told that more than half of the world population now lives in an
urban region (United Nations, 2008), meaning we really do live in an urban age. And
this trend will continue, showing no sign of letting up. Our countryside is emptying, and
our cities are filling up – nowhere more so than in the developing world, where people
are enticed by the promise of success and economic opportunity for them and their
families. The logic is clear, but more often than not, the promise is tragically broken.
Casablanca is a clear-cut example of a ‘perfect storm’ for city growth: economic
expansion, demographic explosion, cumulated for over decades on end. The challenges
associated with the arrival of tens of thousands of new citizens every year are as
immense as they are diverse. One need only think of the most basic necessities for
survival: food, water, shelter. Or for ensuring people a future: health, employment,
education.
Slums show a developing city’s true problems. This is where the migrants converge, as
a first port of call, hoping for a better future. It is here that broken promises become
clear, most painfully. It is here that overcrowding, squalor, poverty, and despair are
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born. And the first name in French for slums, it is said, was born in Casablanca. The
megacity.
Housing issues
Of course, all is not bleak and bust in our world’s cities. Slums will be cleared, houses
will be built, and farmers will become factory workers. The supply of housing and the
provision of a livelihood are crucial elements for ensuring the immediate survival of any
new urban community. These are challenges facing all of our cities, North or South of
the Brandt line alike: from London to Lagos, millions of people are forced to live in dire
conditions – for a variety of reasons, some of which can be avoided – but often simply
because the demand for housing vastly outstrips its supply. As we will see in this thesis,
Casablanca exemplifies many important global urban issues, across a wide range of
themes. But most of all, it is the story of housing that it tells best.
This is why Casablanca is so relevant to the field of Urban Geography: housing remains
an extremely important issue in virtually all of our world cities today. Finding decent
living conditions for a planet in constant movement is, in our view, one of the major
development issues of 21st Century, and one that will only be solved by looking at
developing cities and understanding how they work. Housing shortages are still very
much relevant in urban studies: slums, relocations, political instability, lack of planning,
appropriations … It is in this context that we have turned to Casablanca. Ever since its
beginnings, it has struggled to house its ever increasing populations, and many efforts
have been made (and continue to be made) to provide adequate housing for all.
Modernist mass-housing: why we’re interested
One of such efforts, around which my thesis is intrinsically linked, is that of the modern
movement and its associated mass housing projects of the 1950s and 1960s. Indeed, as
we will see throughout this thesis, entire neighbourhoods were built in Casablanca in an
effort to house the homeless and bring its citizens into modernity. They are fascinating
for a variety of reasons. First, as true urban laboratories: these neighbourhoods are the
first examples, at global scale, of the core principles of modernism being put to the test.
They are neighbourhoods born out of immediate housing necessities, but they also carry
pioneering principles on how one ought to live in modern times. In von Osten’s (2010
p.19) words, “modernist architecture as both symbol and organisation model constituted
the concept and the environment of the new ‘modern man’ in Europe and its former
colonies”. The urbanistic and architectural heritage that they hold cannot, therefore, be
10
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overstated. Second, for the riches of the contemporary setting: the neighbourhoods of
Casablanca in their present-day articulations bring a wealth of insights into the
dynamics of a thriving city revolving around a stable, well-established and successful
community, with little state-led, top-down intervention. Third – and most importantly –
for their transformation over time: the city has a lot to teach us about the ways in which
neighbourhoods evolve over time, both physically and socially, making it relevant in
our quest to better understand adaptation processes in the urban setting. Over the years,
the Casablancan modernist neighbourhoods were entirely appropriated by these migrant
groups, with many transformations of the original planned designs taking place: walls
were knocked down, extensions were built, functions were reorganised. So much so, in
fact, that the appearance of these neighbourhoods has entirely changed, making some of
them totally unrecognisable, save for the occasional glimpse of a modernist skeleton to
the structures (see Figure 1). The originality of these schemes makes them fascinating to
study – the richness of the community's effect on the built environment can offer us a
world of interesting perspectives. We believe that the cultural specificity of our case
study is something that ought to be embraced, so as to highlight the specific ways in
which people reach out to their dwelling, their street, their neighbourhood in Morocco.
The socio-spatial behaviour of these groups has regretfully been mostly absent from
world debates on how to tackle the housing conundrum. This is a gap that also exists in
Casablancan literature. Cohen & Eleb acknowledge this in the introductory section of
their – otherwise comprehensive – book:
“A gap has appeared between the historical, anthropological and sociological
studies, and the skeletal study of the spatial transformations of Casablanca at
different scales. Only ancient monographs give us the opportunity to follow the
sociological evolution of certain neighbourhoods”.
Cohen & Eleb, 2002 p. 11

More specifically, there is a big gap in our understanding of inhabitants’ appropriation
mechanisms, despite the prevalence of such an urban strategy in the developing world.
A gap which the late Navez-Bouchanine has exposed:
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There is a debate, delayed for too long, and rich in paradoxes … that the
observation of practices and perceptions of inhabitants can constitute a way of
helping decision-makers as regards the usage and appropriation of space.
Navez-Bouchanine, 1990, p.157

We believe that communities such as those documented in our case-study can provide
fresh insights on bottom-up adaptation and appropriation mechanisms in a much-needed
non-Western context.
Aims and research question
The neighbourhoods in this case-study are noteworthy for the fact that they permit
adaptation from below. They include a cultural mechanism for a household's social
transformation without the need to move on to somewhere else: so compared to Western
societies where regulatory and normative restrictions greatly limit appropriation of a
neighbourhood, in this case we have its opposite, where a dissatisfied and unfulfilled
household may relatively easily adapt a dwelling to make it suit the household better.
This is what my thesis seeks to explain: understanding the reasons for change at the
household level, and the mechanisms that govern this change on a broader scale. In
essence, this is done by establishing a historical link between two snapshots in time: the
mass housing projects’ original expressions of the 1950s (the bare-boned modernist
structure) and their contemporary articulations of today (the dense, Moroccan quartier
populaire).
As such, my research question acts as a point of departure towards the elucidation of an
under-explored urban phenomenon: What are the underlying rationales behind
inhabitants’ transformations, adjustments and appropriations of the built environment?
Inherent to this question is our desire to understand local populations’ behaviour with
regard to their housing and the impact that this has on the larger scale of the
neighbourhood. Consequently, user-initiated dwelling transformations have a central
role in this thesis, but our inductive research strategy means that, by definition,
additional specificity in our exploratory research question is not desired.
Method and output
To elucidate such transformation processes, an extensive empirical exploration was
carried out. This consisted of field observations and field research, from which
12
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qualitative data was obtained in the form of semi-structured, in-depth interviews with
local inhabitants of a specific area of Hay Mohammadi. As a result, the empirical facet
of my thesis is composed of a mix between observational findings and interview
analysis in the neighbourhood.
We sought to provide an original framework for explaining the underlying reasons for
dwelling transformations, which originate from the intertwined and variegated facets of
socio-economic, cultural and religious life. A simple, yet paramount question was used
as a starting point in the field: Why change?
From the outset of our analysis, it became evident that in order to understand the logics
of user-initiated dwelling transformations, one must also take into consideration the
‘mechanisms’ of change: how change works, what makes it possible, what prevents it
from taking place. Thus, an abstracted ‘change barriers’ framework has been developed
to frame our reflections and provide a necessary underpinning to the real world where
desire for change is not necessarily met with possibility of change.
Relevance: learning from Casablanca
It is for these reasons that I have, indeed, chosen to underline the importance of
Learning from Casablanca. For today, it is to Africa that we turn to seek answers on
major urban issues; it is from there, in Morocco, that we document the mechanisms
behind housing provision and neighbourhood change. I firmly believe that this research
topic holds a significance that transcends its fascinating context. This relevance I see as
threefold. Firstly, it underlines the importance of considering immobility in housing
studies – a significantly underexplored theme in a field dominated by research on
housing mobility. Naturally, many authors have underlined this gap before (e.g. Mandič,
2001; Tipple, Owusu & Pritchard, 2004) but there is a real case for bringing in-situ
transformations into the spotlight, with their important ramifications on how we view
intra-urban migration processes, social capital and community attachment, the housing
market, etc. This shortcoming is especially vivid when looking at the complex realities
of developing countries: in extreme cases, mobility is even irrelevant in people’s
housing careers.
The second point of relevance I wish to set out, and one likewise brought to light by
non-Western contexts, is our inherent lack of cultural understanding of many urban
phenomena. Yet culture has a pivotal factor in the way populations deal with their
environment, and housing is no exception. Culture is also context-specific: housing
practices (and by extension, housing needs) depend on populations’ varying norms,
13
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values, tradition and religion. Yet it is an oversight that housing studies literature has
generally tended to accept, probably, in our view, due to the mechanistic nature of their
enterprise and an over-reliance on the quantifiable. Consequently, this research focuses
on culture to explain attitudes, behaviour and change, and hopes to demonstrate that a
cultural understanding is crucial for our assessment of life in the city.
The third and final contribution that this thesis wishes to make is linked to both abovementioned factors, and has a somewhat clearer policy-oriented outcome. The extensive
appropriation of the modernist housing projects – and their manifest achievement –
could provide valuable insight for projects of a similar undertaking in Europe, including
The Netherlands, where many are seen as failures, or mistakes of the past. For instance,
many of these neighbourhoods are faced with a lack of social cohesion, itself sparked by
high mobility rates (Musterd & van Kempen, 2007) or by high levels of cultural
heterogeneity (Bolt, 2002). Policy-makers and planners could benefit from an enriched
understanding of these unclear phenomena, explained through the case-study of Hay
Mohammadi.
And so we learn from Casablanca, the megacity.

Before and After: The Sidi Othman building in Casablanca
Figure 1
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A

universal phenomenon, the bidonville boasts a considerable

semantic richness. If “Gaza” is the biggest on the planet, the
Moroccan “Caryane” is not the Tunisian “Gourbiville”, nor is it

the South African “Compound”, or Turkish “Gecekondu”, or French
“Gadoueville”, or American “Slum”, or English “Shantytown”, or
German “Armenviertec”, or Dutch “Sloppenwijk”, or Spanish
“Calempa”, or Mexican “Colonia”,

or Venezuelian “Barrio”, or

Peruvian “Barriada”, or Argentinian “Ciudad Oculta”, or Colombian
“Tugurio”, or Ecuadorian “Suborbio”, or Hindu “Bustes” or Pakistani
“Juggi”, or Vietnamese “Sampanville”, or Indonesian “Kampong”…
Caryane Centra, by Mohamed Sakib
Text box 1
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CHAPTER TWO – BACKGROUND
“Yesterday, it was a wasteland. Today, it is a building site. Tomorrow, it will be
a building. There you have the Casablancan panorama.”
Lecretelle cited in Cohen & Eleb, 2002 p.272

2.1 Historical contextualisation
Early origins
Casablanca is a very young city: for only 100 years has its size, population and
importance made it worthy of being called a ‘city’.
But Casablanca, before its current incarnation, had already existed for centuries, as a
small fishing and trading port on the north-western Atlantic coast. It went by the name
of Anfa, or Dar-el-Beida (meaning White House in Arabic), and was occasionally
visited by European fleets throughout the Middle Ages, including the Portuguese who
razed the small town to the ground in 1468-1469 (Cohen & Eleb, 2002 p.17). Their
contribution must be noted, however, for it is them who gave the city its current name:
Casa Blanca. Dutch navigators also passed through this quiet – yet somewhat desolate –
town in 1572 and painted a bleak picture of a place in ruins and lacking any life (Cohen
& Eleb, 2002 p.25). It is not until the end of 19th Century that the first European
merchants started to establish themselves properly in the port of Anfa, where trading of
goods such as grain, wool, and raw materials gained momentum: in 1839 the French
established their first customs house in a “village of a thousand inhabitants” (Cohen &
Eleb, 2002 p.19). Thirty years later, in 1867, the population is estimated at 8 000
inhabitants and the vice-consul of France depicts a city transformed:
In the last ten years, Casablanca has completely transformed following the
successive arrival of European merchants. The huts have disappeared and
made way for housing and warehouses for products for export.
J. Gilbert, 1867

16
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Mercantilism
The growth of the town can be attributed in all
certainty

to

the

political

and

economic

consequences of the developing maritime trade
(Noin, 1971 p.8). The increasing presence of
foreign merchants and consuls paved the way
(quite literally) for the establishment of minimal
infrastructure

and

hygiene

measures

for

indigenous populations who were making their
first contacts with the Western world. By the

Casablanca’s increasing trade
Figure 2

turn of the 20th Century, Casablanca had become “the most intense trading port of
Morocco, ahead of Tangier” (Cohen & Eleb, 2002 p.31), benefiting from the arrival of
steam engines – thus cancelling the need for an estuary (see Figure 2).
Yet Casablanca was in dire need of a proper port facility (Adam, 1968 p.14), as can also
be seen from a map of 1900 (see Figure 9).
And so in 1907 work began on a pier. For this, a railway track was built across a
Muslim graveyard to bring construction materials from a nearby quarry; the locals
revolted against this reckless action; the French army arrived in numbers; a battle
ensued; “carnage is left by a colonial bombardment of Casablanca” (Rabinow, 1992
p.53); and so started 49 years of French involvement in the affairs of Morocco. The
Protectorate was to last until 1956, the year of Morocco’s independence.

The Protectorate
The aforementioned chain of events that led to the outright establishment of the French
Protectorate shows one element very clearly: commercial interests, and the
establishment of trading infrastructure, were the starting point, the raison d’être of
foreign presence in this town, a place where “everything lives by and for commerce”
(Colonel Baron Lahure, 1911 p.317 cited in Cohen & Eleb 2002, p.33). Local
sensitivities, meanwhile, were not given the slightest importance. Colonialist scorn for
all things local, a racial superiority complex, and the mistrust of indigenous populations
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Prost’s urbanistic intervention: note the considerable expansion of the city compared to early
20th century Casablanca
Figure 3

Prost’s vision for the city: The map contains three distinct categories routes: residential, leisure and
industrial, criss-crossed by major transport
Figure 4
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Cover of the ‘L’architecture d’aujourd’hui’ December 1954 magazine, featuring an artist’s
impression of the Nid d’abeille building in Carrières Centrales, Casablanca.
Figure 5
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were to be defining features of the
political

landscape

during

the

Protectorate – and urban policy in
Casablanca is no exception, as we will
see below.
From the aftermath of the battles of
1907

–

in

which

“spectacular

destruction was provoked, where a

Casablanca’s demographic explosion
Figure 6

fifth of the medina was destroyed” (Cohen & Eleb 2002 p.34) – the economic boom
could go on ahead for European entrepreneurs, unimpeded by instability or ambiguity of
control. It is at this stage that the town transformed into a city, both in terms of size (see
Figure 3) and numbers (see Figure 6).
Lyautey and Prost
Henri Prost was given the reigns of the city’s urban planning services by a man named
Lyautey, Resident-General of the Protectorate and an “enlightened colonialist”
(Rabinow, 1992 p.54) who was to define the colonialist doctrine of the 50-year French
rule. Casablanca possessed a city layout that Prost qualified as “in spectacular chaos”
(Prost, 1917 cited in Cohen & Eleb, 2002 p.75) having turned into something
“lenticular, a monstrous spider” (Colliez 1930 cited in Cohen & Eleb, 2002 p.50). His
plan for the city was to rationalise, expand and sanitise through the creation of zoning
and wide, motorised thoroughfares. The map on Figure 3 shows the spectacular
expansion of the city (when compared with its footprint in 1900 – see Figure 9) along
with the envisaged concentric boulevards and major junctions, earning it the name
“concentric urbanism” by Sakib (2007 p.13).
So trade was increasing by the day, the port was undergoing rapid expansion, and rural
populations were flocking to the city. Of vital importance in our considerations, and
throughout this thesis, is the perception of the French towards the local Muslim
populations. As mentioned previously, they were far from being considered as equal,
yet the economic model of the city saw the need for a considerable workforce: the
factories and docks could not function without the indigenous populations.
Consequently, they could not simply be chased away, but would not be fully welcomed
into society either (Karakayali, 2010 p.45). They were to be kept at a safe distance, and
their urban emancipation was to be subjected to tight control by a consistently
20
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apprehensive colonial presence, wary of any interference to their “villes nouvelles
intended for the French” (Rabinow, 1992 p.55).
The Muslim migrant was not meant to converge en masse in the new European
town, and was vowed to stay absent from the new neighbourhoods following a
logic of double circulation, with Muslims evolving along their own ways, away
from the representative thoroughfares.
Cohen & Eleb, 2002 p.201

Indigenous neighbourhoods were consequently built, implementing the “doctrine of
separate community development advocated by Lyautey” (Cohen & Eleb, 2002 p.77),
but also in a more immediate necessity to curb the spread of “infectious neighbourhoods
everywhere, considerably hindering the development of European quarters” (Prost,
1917 p.10).
The bidonville
Prost was, of course, talking of the infamous bidonville. The term bidonville, or ‘town
of tubs’, first appeared in discourse when referring to squalid neighbourhoods of
Casablanca (Sakib, 2007 p.16), and this same author exposes the semantic richness of
terms for bidonvilles due to their widespread presence in all urban contexts – see Text
box 1.
Overcrowded, putrid and unsafe, a failed attempt was made at banning their
construction in 1931 (Cohen & Eleb, 2002 p.222). They are, in essence, a first port of
call for rural migrants. Pétonnet (1972) was among a group of scholars to consider them
as a necessary step in the
“acculturation”

to

the

urban

world. Scherer (2010 p.8) notes
that “these locations translated
traditional settlement forms into
an urban context”. Indeed, the
structural organisation of the
bidonville is seen as similar – in
principle – to that of traditional
housing in the rural tribes of the
Atlas. However, it could be
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argued that extremely high densities, sometimes over 1000 inhabitants per hectare (!)
(Avermaete, 2010 p.138; Écochard, 1950, p.5) and lack of resources make day-to-day
realities far more complex. A map dated 1953 shows the official population estimates
for the city’s major bidonvilles (see Figure 7). There were 140,950 bidonville dwellers
out of a total population of roughly 650,000, meaning one in every five Casablancans
lived in a bidonville (Cohen & Eleb, 2002 p.322). It must be stressed, again, that this is
based on official estimates, which are most likely to be conservative.
The Habbous
From the outset of the problem, rehousing initiatives took on increasing proportions
from the 1920s onwards, with new neighbourhoods planned in order to depopulate the
bidonvilles. The first planned indigenous neighbourhood was the Habbous, also called
‘new medina’, built in 1921. At planning stage, it was initially thought that the project
would be able to contain the majority of migrants. Yet as the 1953 figures show, the
vast numbers of migrants arriving into the city in a constant, uninterrupted flow could
not all be housed by the authorities. Cohen & Eleb (2002 p.271) estimate that by then
“the rhythm of increase of this group was of 15,000 per annum”. Housing provision
could simply not keep up, especially with the political climate in which Muslims were
to be kept at bay from a European city in effervescence. Rabinow (1992 p.55)
comments that the new medina was populated by the “bourgeois population of Fez –
one of the most refined of all urban Moroccan groups”. We can therefore safely say that
this neighbourhood in no way alleviated the bidonville problem.
Heyday
It is during the inter-war period that the ‘European side’ of the city enjoyed its hay-day,
with world-renowned architects leaving their mark on monumental palaces, buildings,
and residences. The world of arts and culture also developed considerably. The 1942
film, Casablanca, immortalises the city’s stylish image at the time and has made its
name instantly recognisable from all four corners of the globe. Regretfully, none of it
was ever recorded on location (IMDb, 2011).
Écochard’s cartogram
The political atmosphere surrounding housing debates in the early stages of the
Protectorate do, sometimes, strike one as being “on the borderline of racism” (Cohen &
Eleb, 2002). But what we also see is an administration faced with an uncontrollable
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influx of migrants, who were on
the

one

side

accepted

for

feeding coal into the industrial
machine,

yet

simultaneously

judged

as

irreconcilably

incompatible

with

Western

values of society. A particularly
striking image, and one used
repeatedly
housing
cartogram

in

Casablancan

literature,

is

depicting

silhouette of the city and

the
the
its

evolution over some thirty years
(Figure 8). The three maps show
the areas occupied by Europeans
(depicted as men in western
attire) and Muslims (men in
jellabas). At first, there is spatial
and demographic parity between
these two groups. As time goes
on, there is a clear expansion –
both relative and absolute – of

Écochard’s cartogram
Figure 8

Europeans’ territory as the city grows and Prost’s masterplan comes to life. Yet from a
demographic perspective, the Muslims are by far outnumbering Europeans! This single
document, penned by Michel Écochard (whose work will be presented in the following
section), would make an interesting case-study in political cartography and colonial
semiotics, but its most direct significance here is that it lays bare the self-declared
policy of urban segregation and containment to which Moroccans were subjected for the
duration of the Protectorate.
Interpretation of policies
One could argue that the urban separation policy did not entirely originate from a blind
contempt for the indigenous populations, but instead of their perceived diverging needs
in terms of housing and social space. Although it must be stressed that the initial stages
of French rule, under Lyautey “[all] urban interventions … were founded on colonial
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oppression” (Cohen & Eleb, 2002 p.14). Rabinow (1992 p.55) describes Lyautey as a
man of experiment: “[he] elaborated the theory and practice of pacification in Morocco”
and “looked to a complex juxtaposition of modern city planning with traditional
Moroccan cities and their social hierarchy as the social field within which a controlled
diversity might be constructed and regulated”. The following quote taken from the
Lyautey Estate shows a more flattering legacy left by the Resident General:
In a sometimes difficult conjuncture (…) he did wonders. All at once, pacifier,
builder, negotiator, administrator, he established the bases of a modern
Morocco whilst still respecting its Sultan, its traditions, its religion, its cultural
and architectural heritage. Clairvoyant, he will provide the country with
indispensable infrastructures for the economic and social evolution with the
aim of bringing the country to its independence in the best of conditions.
Association nationale Maréchal Lyautey (2007)

Moroccans were deemed ‘not ready’ (Pétonnet, 1972) for Western urban life. Such
positions feed into discourse on the bidonville as a rite of passage to the city, a
“transitory phase between rural living and the urban world” (Cohen & Eleb, 2002
p.317) and make clear the divide between these two groups.
Furthermore, Abu-Lughod (1987 p.162) argues that Islamic cities – and by extension,
the city of Casablanca – are founded on the principle of juridical distinction “among
population classes on the basis of their relation to the Umma (community of believers)
and thus the State”. This is a major religious element on which all Islamic cities were
built, she argues, although it remains unclear how this distinction was implemented and
how constraining it was to citizens. She rightfully observes that “States that make
juridical distinctions among residents lay the foundation for what can evolve into a
system of spatial segregation” (Abu-Lughod, 1987 p.164). The arrival of the French and
their extension to the extreme of this ‘juridical distinction’ – on the coarse basis of faith
as opposed to hitherto proximity to the clergy – well and truly established Casablanca as
a socially- and spatially-segregated city. “City planning has always been entangled with
colonialism”, writes von Osten (2010 p.20). Perhaps, we could argue, nowhere more so
than in the city of Casablanca.
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All in all, we have observed that the fast-paced development of the city brought about
the challenge of housing thousands of new urban dwellers. Politically-laden decisions
failed to address the problem incisively, and in the aftermath of World War Two, the
situation had, indeed, considerably deteriorated to the point where drastic action had to
be taken to tackle the housing conundrum.

Casablanca at the turn of 20th century: Note the absence of any natural harbour and
limited size of the town
Figure 9
25
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T

he colonial world is a world divided into compartments… The
colonial world is a world cut into two… The zone where the natives
live is not complementary to the zone inhabited by the settlers. The

two zones are opposed, but not in the service of a higher unity... The
settler’s town is a strongly-built town, all made of stone and steel. It is a
brightly-lit town; the streets are covered with asphalt… The settler’s town
is a well-fed town, an easy-going town; its belly is always full of good
things. The settler’s town is a town of white people, of foreigners. The
town belonging to the colonised people, or at least the native town, the
Negro village, the medina, the reservation, is a place of ill fame, peopled by
men of evil repute… It is a world without spaciousness; men live there on
top of each other, and their huts are built one on top of the other. The
native town is a hungry town… The native town is a crouching village, a
town on its knees, a town wallowing in the mire. It is a town of niggers and
of dirty arabs. The look that the native turns on the settler’s town is a look
of lust, a look of envy; it expresses his dream of possession: to sit at the
settler’s table, to sleep in the settler’s bed, with his wife if possible. The
colonised man is an envious man.”
The Wretched of the Earth by Frantz Fanon
Text box 2
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2.2 Modernism’s inspiration
Enter Écochard
The effects of urban planning are perhaps the greatest – and, at the same time,
the most invisible – influences on human life and culture.
LeGates & Stout, 2007 p.303

Almost as soon as it was implemented, it had become clear that Lyautey’s policy of
indigenous containment and separation of habitats “would not last, because the
exuberant growth of the city was breaking up its urbanism plans” (Adam, 1968 p.15).
By the 1930s further plans had been made to provide housing on a bigger scale, but the
war effort and military events considerably delayed their implementation. The
neighbourhood of Aïn Chock, a model city for Muslims, was planned in 1936 but only
completed after the war (Cohen & Eleb, 2002 p.279). By then, the city had become a
symbol of colonialist fracture and injustice, akin to the colony portrayed by Frantz
Fanon in Text box 2.
The end of WWII can be seen as a turning point in Casablancan housing policy, but a
turn caused by more than a simple return to peacetime. For it also coincided with the
arrival of a new chief urbanist, by the name of Michel Écochard, and with him, a new
vision of urban life, marking a “radical rupture with pre-1939 policy” (Cohen & Eleb,
2002 p.291).
The shaping of Casablanca had been determined by politically-motivated urban policy
for much of the beginning of the Protectorate. But from the moment that Écochard took
the reins of the city’s planning division, a new dominant force appeared in the shaping
of the city: the architectural movement of modernism.
Écochard, an architect by trade, having worked in other parts of the Arab world (Syria
and Lebanon) prior to his appointment (Dion, 1991), had a philosophy that “was a
radical strain of functional urbanism” (Cohen & Eleb, 2002 p.291). He sought to make
his mark on a city whose future expansion he framed within the teachings of the CIAM
(otherwise known as Congrès International d’Architecture Moderne) and the Athens
Charter.
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Le Corbusier
These are schools of thought associated with a broad term named ‘modernism’
corresponding to a vision and set of values that appeared, in their avant-garde form,
early in the 20th Century (Wilk, 2006). The CIAM was co-founded in 1928 by none
other than Le Corbusier, one of the most iconic architects of 20th Century, whose radical
ideas – on the way mankind ought to live in contemporary cities – have stretched far
and wide, and influenced the disciplines of architecture and town planning in a way that
goes beyond quantifying (see Wilk, 2006; Ostrowski, 1971; Vidler, 2008 ; and Le
Corbusier, 1929). It is “the most criticised and admired (…) champion of contemporary
architecture” (Ostrowski, 1971 p.75) who jointly “prepared the Athens Charter for the
CIAM in 1933 [and] set out a modernist view of planning and has since been adopted as
the underpinning principles of post-WWII town planning” (Musterd, van Kempen &
Rowlands, 2009:8).
Principles
Central to the Charter was the “separation of functions” (Musterd, van Kempen &
Rowlands, 2009 p.8) wishing to “attract attention on the nefarious economic and social
consequences of the chaotic development of towns” (Ostrowski, 1971 p.161). It also
believed to have presented “the main elements of Le Corbusier’s town planning

Model of Le Corbusier’s vision for Paris
Figure 10
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doctrine” (Ostrowski 1971 p.76), also known as the ‘radiant town’. Vidler (2008 p.18)
speaks of modernism from a historical perspective as a movement which revolves
around the autonomy of the architectural language: “[modernism holds] the notion that
architecture (…) is bound to an internal exploration and transformation of its own
specific language”. It can be interpreted that the inward-looking tendency of the
movement made it capable of truly embracing radical, innovative ideas and turning its
back to the past. Indeed, modernism has often been criticised for lacking the integration
of historical elements of cities into its plan – making it a style inherently committed to
the modern with little space for the exterior. Further evidence of this fixation with
autonomy and modernity is Le Corbusier’s plan for Paris (see Figure 10), whose radical
reshaping has become somewhat ubiquitous of a brutalist style (Le Corbusier, 1929).
But one could argue that the image mostly underlines the utopian nature of early
modernist thought, more as a tool for debate and reflection than as an urbanistic
guideline to be followed to the letter.
Thus, “mutated” modernist principles have had a large place in contemporary town
planning “as a new solution for housing problems in nearly all European countries”
(Musterd, van Kempen & Rowlands, 2009 p.8), particularly with regard to the “four
vital functions”: (see Figure 11) dwelling, working, recreation and circulation, as
underlined in the Athens Charter (Ostrowski, 1971 p.159, Écochard, 1955 p.98). These
principles have become “global standards of urban development” (LeGates & Stout,
2008 p.304), and were applied for the first time in the indigenous neighbourhoods of
Casablanca, notably the Carrières Centrales.
Definition
So we can say that in our context, the term ‘modernism’ can be defined as the principle
of rationalising housing practices and bringing city populations into modern life
through their relocation into newly-imagined visionary neighbourhoods. The movement
has had its critics and raised many questions, especially regarding the dehumanising
nature of its urban form and the aforementioned disregard for cohesion with pre-existing
structure. Musterd, van Kempen & Rowlands (2009:8) also condemn a “state-led, topdown, paternalistic strategy of provision” which will be of particular relevance in our
upcoming discussions.
Let us remark that this thesis will not further focus on the philosophy, impact or legacy
of modernism in the broad architectural context – one need only to grasp the underlying
schematics of the movement as a whole so as to adequately frame its translation into the
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neighbourhoods of Casablanca. In any case, the modern movement is too vast, diverse,
and splintered for a comprehensive review of its actions to be elaborated here. As Wilks
(2007 p. 154) says: “some of its contradictions … were never resolved”.
LeGates & Stout (2008, p.305) provide particularly insightful concluding remarks:
Together, the utopian modernists concerned themselves with great
philosophical issues such as the connection between Mankind and Nature, the
relationship of city plan to modern reform, and the role of urban design and
technologies to the evolutionary transformation of society. It would be left to
more practical men and women – the actual members of the urban planning
profession as it developed in the 20th Century – to address the real-world
problems of ever-changing cities and metropolitan regions. If the utopian
modernists established the lofty goals, the professional planners attended to
the details.
LeGates & Stout (2008:305)

Simplicity: the four principles of the Athens Charter
Figure 11
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2.3 Modernism’s experiment
A practical man
Michel Écochard is a fine example of a “more practical” man to address “real-world
problems”, as mentioned above by LeGates & Stout. He embraced the Athens Charter’s
ideas, having developed a close relationship with Le Corbusier and initiated plans to
radically transform the city of Casablanca’s design (Écochard, 1955 p.98; Dion, 1991
p.9). Nonetheless, the rupture was not as sudden as one may think. It is more from the
perspective of philosophy and scale that one could see a break with the past: first,
embracing functionalist modernism, as explained above, and second, revisiting scale:
the immensity of the challenge meant the housing projects turned into initiatives of a
mass, public, industrial nature (von Osten, 2010 p.26; Eleb, 2010 p.154).
Continuity
Continuity with his predecessors is evident from his adoption of Alexandre Courtois’
1944 reflections on the planning and extension of the city’s infrastructure (roads,
zoning, industry, …) which itself was drawn up as a “general extension of the system
imagined thirty years prior” (Cohen & Eleb, 2002 p.265). In any case, we could argue
that in some of Prost’s work, one could see traces of the Athens Charter’s four vital
functions, although they weren’t to be articulated as such for another 20 years. Evidence
of this can be seen in in his urbanistic/artistic impression of the city he wished to create
(see Figure 4). Courtois did have many criticisms regarding original plans drawn by
Prost, though. Among others, the “insufficient surfaces conceded to indigenous habitat
with respect to the population” (Cohen & Eleb, 2002 p.265). Mérillon, the Secretary
General of the Protectorate, similarly called as early as 1933 for a major rethink of
policy toward the indigenous, saying an entire “city without limits” was needed for
them (Mérillon, 1933 cited in Cohen & Eleb, 2002 p.225). The denouncing of spatial
inequality is echoed by Écochard, and it could be argued that these views are
manifestations of a progressive, if not reformist, trend in the urban policy of post-WWII
Casablanca.
L’habitat pour le plus grand nombre
That is not to say that the colonialist paradigm had dissipated altogether. In fact, it was
still very much alive. Écochard’s doctrine, which he named l’habitat pour le plus grand
nombre, or ‘dwellings for the greatest number’, is founded on the principle of housing
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the maximum number of indigenous populations – in contained neighbourhoods –
whilst using the least amount of resources. This is underpinned by the concept of
l’habitat économique, or ‘economical dwelling’, whose name alone suggests its intent:
the optimisation of space and materials was of the highest priority for the architects and
planners doing the designs. Again, this can be framed in the modernist “machine for
living” philosophy (Le Corbusier, 1929), and reminds one of the Existenzminimum style
(translating from German as ‘minimal existence’) also associated with early
functionalism (Wilk, 2006 p.186). Tom Avermaete remarks:
The actual aim of the urban planning was not to provide better housing for
Moroccans per se, but to house as many poor natives as possible in order to
take care of two concerns: public health and security.
Avermaete, 2010, p.136

So there is little ambiguity as to the implicit political role held by the Carrières
Centrales’ designers. A clairvoyant von Osten (2010 p.30) notes that “the architects
positioned themselves as representing the needs of the people while barring the same
population from participating in their decision-making processes”.
Écochard and his team were also particularly aware of the challenge of combating
speculation which was rife in Casablanca at the time. Speculation in Morocco was
causing many problems to the city’s development through the excesses of many
speculators taking profit from the lack of land-laws: dispersion of city habitats,
narrowing of public roads, absence of public space, vacant land, etc. (Capannini, 2005
p.7). Kurzbein (2011) addresses this issue in greater detail.
Inspiration for unité de voisinage
So Écochard’s work combined the realism of housing challenges on the ground with an
experimental, reflexive exercise of modernism in action. This exercise took form during
his observation of traditional Muslim living customs. The logic was simple: he looked
at practices in the bidonvilles and traced them back to rural areas and villages of the
Atlas. By extension, it was in the qasbahs (fortified, traditional rural settlements) that he
found his inspiration as to how to conceive the new neighbourhoods (Cohen & Eleb,
2002 p.309). This method in itself was revolutionary, attracting revulsion and criticism
from purists in the field – including, curiously, Le Corbusier himself, who had helped
shape so many of Écochard’s ideas.
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Unlike classical modernism … the architects in North Africa wanted their
designs to be based on the living conditions and needs of the people. What was
new, and indeed almost revolutionary in the world of architecture, was to
carefully study the slums … and then to integrate them in the architect’s
planning.
Karakayali, 2010 p.41

This represented an “epistemological shift within the modern movement in architecture”
(Avermaete, 2010 p.140). One major element to come out of his doctrine is the unité de
voisinage, or neighbourhood unit (see Figure 12). He devised a guide, an
“organisational principle” for new Moroccan neighbourhoods (Écochard, 1955 cited in
Cohen & Eleb, 2002 p.310) providing
communities
shops,

with

roads,

entertainment

schools,
facilities,

administration, etc. (Noin, 1971 p.24).
Autonomous, functional units where
all of the inhabitants’ needs would be
catered for. The Athens Charter comes
to mind here: ‘Dwelling, working,
recreation and circulation’. Écochard’s
concept was laid out in remarkable
detail.

For

provision

instance,
for

there

schoolchildren

is

a
not

Écochard’s conceptual unite de voisinage
Figure 12

having to walk more than 500 meters or cross major roadways (Cohen & Eleb, 2002
p.310). Within the plan is the concept dearest to the city authorities: an efficient,
economical, hygienic dwelling complex, capable of being repeated over and over,
providing dense (i.e.: land-intensive) living conditions. The planners knew that slum
clearance was only part of the answer, however, for with the daily arrival of rural
groups into the city, housing had to be planned pre-emptively for these new migrant
communities (Écochard, 1950 cited in Cohen & Eleb, 2002 p.317; Adam, 1968 p.97).
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Traditional needs
Consequently,

these

dwellings

for

the

greatest number needed to provide a
traditional housing design for maximum
cultural suitability to groups making their
first contact with the city. Écochard (Cohen
& Eleb, 2002 p.317) explains the desolation
and broken promises of migrants who
“broke with the frame of their familial and
rural life (…) they have no social supports
(…) after the village or tribe, they [discover
the slum], its isolation and piling up in
promiscuity”. This depiction is a good

Plan of four dwellings on the 8x8 grid
Figure 13

illustration of our introductory comments on bleak realities of on-going rural-to-urban
migration.
The Trame 8x8 (see Figure 13), or ‘eight-by-eight grid’, as it has become known, is
perhaps the most influential feature of Écochard’s short – but significant – career in
Casablanca. Indeed, it fits into his concept of neighbourhood units and creates a
rational, structured urban landscape sprawling horizontally, earning it the name cité
horizontale, or ‘horizontal city’. It is economical by design and its attributes include:
“standardised types for cost reduction” (Ecochard, 1950 p.8) by means of economies of
scale; minimal footprint owing to a well thought-out 8x8 meter square structure;
extensive use of concrete and simple form. It also seeks to be respectful of Islamic
housing tradition, albeit with a hint of disdain. For instance:
“Hiding themselves from exterior looks is a traditional obligation in mussulman
[sic] housing. This obligation is decreasing but so slowly that, at the present
time, the greatest consideration must be taken of it.”
Group CIAM Morocco, 1953 cited in Cohen & Eleb, p.312

One could argue that the rural-cultural specificity to the design was the unique
sociologically constraining element of the masterplan, because the populations to be
housed did not yet hold any collective values or norms as defined by any society.
Indeed, Adam (1968, p.17) underlines the ‘empty’ nature of indigenous society at the
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time, or more specifically the
absence of any society to build
upon. He speaks of a “virgin
terrain,

without

existing

any

pre-

to

be

society

transformed”,

thus

planners

a

sort

canvas,

and

of
on

giving
blank
which

Écochard drew a chequered,
regular concrete motive.
Scherer (2010 p.8) uses a

An aerial view of the cités verticale and horizontale.
The architectural language reminds us of Figure 10
Figure 14

similar metaphor: “For European urban planners, the colonised space initially resembled
a white, undefined surface … Casablanca in particular became a prototype city”.
Mounir, a retired unionist we interviewed, echoes Adam’s statements, as can be seen
from the following exchange:
Interviewer: “So [the urbanists] looked at the qasbahs, they studied traditional
Moroccan dwellings, and transposed them to Hay Mohammadi and
elsewhere.”
Mounir: “Yes, but they made a mistake … their culture is very specific. The
transposition that really occurred is that people of different cultures were
brought to these neighbourhoods … This created a heterogeneous amalgam. So
the new neighbourhood created a new entity. These new cities, created by the
Protectorate, established a third culture, on top of labourer culture and
[imperial] city culture.”
Trame design
The trame Écochard dwellings are usually composed of two rooms that open up onto an
open-air patio. As can be seen from an aerial photograph of the dwellings (see Figure
14), roughly half of the 64m² is taken up by this outdoor area. The boundary walls, of a
height of just under three meters, are entirely devoid of any opening or window looking
onto the street. Concealment to the streets is a traditional obligation for the Muslim’s
habitat (Noin, 1971 p.24; Akbar, 1993, Al-Heimaidi, 2001) 1. Subtle variations of form

1

Islamic cities’ privacy concerns will be discussed at length in the latter part of this thesis.
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In background: bird’s eye view of neighbourhood
Figure 16
The three steps of Écochard’s evolutionary habitat:
Figure 15
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The Nid d’abeille building in 1953
Figure 17

The Sémiramis building in 1953
Figure 18
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were incorporated into the plan for varying family or income statuses (Cohen & Eleb,
2002 p.319). But Écochard’s team was not alone in imagining the new neighbourhoods.
They were inspired by works of sociology, notably by Robert Montagne (1952) and
André Adam (1950), whose research on the “living conditions of the proletariat in
Morocco led to convergent studies on [traditional housing practices]”, as quoted by
Cohen & Eleb (2002 p.313)
L’habitat évolutif
But of course, the main objective was slum clearance, and Écochard devised a longterm plan to make the slums evolve into modern, European-style neighbourhoods for
“progressive lifestyle transformation” (Eleb, 2010 p.157). The three-step plan depicts
his vision with an outstandingly deceptive simplicity (see Figure 15). Step 1 brings a
bidonville up to the minimum standards with the installation of basic infrastructure
(roads, sanitation and electricity), a knock-on of this being the rationalisation of the
often Byzantine street layout. He calls this the improved bidonville – an “absolutely
transitory stage” (Écochard, 1950 p.10). Step 2 sees the construction of the eight-byeight grid mentioned above, during which inhabitants are temporarily relocated
elsewhere. Step 3, set in a less immediate future, foresees the ground-level structures
evolving into multi-storey housing which Écochard saw as the “ideal” and
contemporary way of life (Écochard, 1950 p.10). The three-step framework presented in
the figure raises many questions over the transition between single-storey patio houses
and the multi-storey blocks of the future, mostly due to the ambiguity that surrounds the
process.
Écochard was leaving space for the evolution of his structures, but at the same time was
systematically apprehensive about leaving the locals do this themselves. It seems that he
envisaged an evolution characterised by the destruction-then-reconstruction of the
neighbourhoods into cités verticales, or vertical cities, when socio-economic factors
permitted (both in terms of the monetary situation of the household and their social
advancement into being ‘citizens’) (Capannini 2005, p.7; Écochard, 1950 p.11). This
part of his concept consequently prolongs the top-down interventionism of ‘the plan’ on
inhabitants. In our view, the longitudinal in-depth intervention can be seen as a
shortcoming of Écochard’s policy. He had underestimated the power of transformation
initiatives in the communities housed in Carrières Centrales – these will be discussed in
the following section. Yet this is only a mere interpretation, for his true intentions for
the transition remain unclear.
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Cité verticale
To complement the cité horizontale of the Carrières Centrales neighbourhood, Écochard
called on some of his colleagues at CIAM to design several vertical units to feature at
the centre of the grid. The result is even more daring and innovative than the trame
Écochard, both in terms of the architectural design and for innovative indigenous living
provision: “the result was a design that integrated the bidonville’s everyday vernacular
practices, local climatic conditions and a modernist idea of educating people for a better
future” (von Osten, 2010 p.25). A bird’s eye view of 1958 shows the neighbourhood in
its bare state with vertical buildings featuring prominently (see Figure 16). They were
called Nid d’abeille, or ‘bee-hive’, and Sémiramis, in reference to the mythological
queen of Assyrians, founder of Babylon and its Hanging Gardens. The third
construction, simply named la tour, or ‘the tower’, complements the other buildings and
is undoubtedly the least innovative of the trio. The architects’ intention was to “explore
modes of composition to be made into reproducible templates” (Cohen & Eleb, 2002
p.325). All three buildings are the work of the ATBAT-Afrique, a subsidiary of the firm
established by Vladimir Bodiansky for Le Corbusier’s Unité d’habitation (Eleb, 2010
p.157). The historical significance of these buildings is unique, in that they were used as
items in the CIAM debates and received worldwide exposure. Avermaete’s (2006)
research offers an insightful in-depth analysis of their significance in the field of
urbanism and architecture. Like the trame Écochard, these buildings were inspired by
the living conditions of the Atlas, where 70% of the slum migrants came from (Candilis,
1991 cited in Cohen & Eleb, 2002 p.325). Even though Écochard was not directly
involved in their design, one can catch sight of the language of his horizontal grid,
flipped onto the vertical axis. This is especially visible in the Nid d’abeille building.
Architectural design – drawing a line
It would be useful to provide a detailed analysis of the driving force behind the vision
which led to the individual characteristics of the various typologies (namely the eye for
traditional rural housing which led to the trame Écochard, the Nid d’abeille and the
Sémiramis) for the sake of scrutinising their self-declared innovativeness and their
presumed adaptation to local culture. However, the aim of this thesis is not to delve too
deeply into the architectural language of this neighbourhood. Nonetheless, some insight
will be given in further sections detailing the transformation of the Carrières Centrales
over some 60 years, and by extension their suitability for Muslim populations.
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The buildings – in their original form – were remarkable for their global exposure and
lasting contribution to the debates of the modernist movement. The Nid d’abeille
building even made the cover of a renowned architecture magazine (see Figure 5). In
the words of Cohen & Eleb (2002, p.332) “these photogenic buildings mark the meeting
of the universalist problematic of modern architecture with the will of adaptation to
cultures and to local identities”. For further background on the Carrières Centrales’
international exposure, see Cohen & Eleb (2002, pp.329-332) and Avermaete (2006).
Conclusion
All in all, the buildings of Carrières Centrales, immortalised in the photographs of the
time (see Figures 17 and 18), remarkably illustrate how a new philosophy of
architecture got translated into the urban environment, with Écochard creating a
“universalised language for rapidly-built worker’s homes and large territorial
expansions” (von Osten, 2010 p.32). The modernist era followed a period in which, as
we have seen in earlier sections, politically-motivated urban policy made its lasting
mark on a city. We have also shown that modernism’s mark was not devoid any
political role, highlighting its continuity with pre-WWII urban policy – it kept in line
with the ideas of racial segregation, had clear intentions for the control of local
populations, and was far from providing local populations with the urban emancipation
that so many of them dreamed of.
It is, however, unwise to oversimplify and denounce post-WWII urban policy as purely
Machiavellian. It can be argued that, from a close read of his published work, Écochard
and his team had the best intentions to set out radical improvements for the city and to
address urgent housing shortages. Their implicit role in validating colonialist power
should in no way discredit their ambitious and innovative work on the city. It remains
unclear, to this day, as to the possible influence of Écochard’s new urban model in the
rise of nationalism and rebellion against French rule, which is said to have originated in
the Carrières Centrales. Historical and sociological investigations would shed much
light on the matter.
In Chapter 4 of this thesis we seek to provide angles of a more informal, ground-level
phenomenon: the appropriation and subsequent transformation of the neighbourhood
over the space of half a century. Which amounts, in the end, to a comparable
intervention to that of colonialist or modernist ideas. The power of initiative, no matter
how big or small, can have a lasting effect on our urban surroundings. It is merely a
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matter of putting interventions into the context of a city’s history, and through this, we
see its multiple, asynchronous rhythms of evolution punctuated by actors of varying
scale: Resident-Generals, architects, or in this case, households.

“The past… the future”. Urban planning: bringing populations into modernity
Figure 17
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CHAPTER THREE – METHODOLOGY
To explain the methodology that we used in this thesis, it is first necessary to explain
the study’s origins. Indeed, it is part of a multi-disciplinary research process was put
into place in the winter of 2010, to which this author’s findings are attached. This thesis
is not the culmination of an independently-led, autonomous research. It is the fruit of
collaboration and dialogue between actors in the field of Architecture, Planning,
Sociology and Geography.
Background to the research
The Utrecht-based architecture firm ‘African Architecture Matters’, in partnership with
Casablanca-based civil society group ‘Casamemoire’ put together a multi-disciplinary
academic team whose research focus was broadly centred on the planned modernist
neighbourhoods of Casablanca and their manifest transformation over time. This
project, named ‘Learning from Casablanca’, was created to explain these
transformations, but also to highlight the value of Casablanca in Western-centric policy
circles, academia, design, etc. As such, the study of the planned modernist
neighbourhoods was a means to an end, the international recognition of Africa as a
place rich with heritage and socio-architectural value. Thus, the name learning from
Casablanca.
Early 2011, plans were set in motion to carry out a physical and social mapping of
modernist mass housing projects in Casablanca through a multidisciplinary fieldwork
exercise. The research team was split into two distinct groups, with one focusing on the
physical aspects of change in these neighbourhoods, the other on the social aspects of
change.
The physical analysis team was composed of Masters architecture students from Delft
University of Technology (TU Delft) and the École Supérieure d’Architecture de
Casablanca (ESAC). Both universities each supplied approximately 20 students, whose
contribution was incorporated into their course workload. For instance, TU Delft
students’ research was part of their ‘fieldwork studio’, an ECTS-credited module
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included in their curriculum. Their physical analysis took place over several days in the
month of March 2011 and a report (TU Delft, 2011) ensued.
The social analysis team, in contrast, was composed of only two members. Andrea
Kurzbein, a Planning student from the University of Stockholm, and myself, from the
discipline of Urban Geography. Since both the disciplines of Geography and Planning
are closely related, we teamed up and conducted much fieldwork and observations
together, often acting as advisors to each other. Just like the TU Delft students, we
contributed to the project as part of our studies, although with a deeper involvement:
both of us devoted our thesis topics exclusively to Modernist Casablanca. We did,
however, benefit from the help of many people throughout our fieldwork, which was to
last six weeks in total.
This, in essence, was the starting point of my research project. It had many
consequences for the decisions regarding research questions, research strategy, steps to
be taken, etc. It made my thesis project relatively unconventional with respect to these
decisions, considering the fact that my research goal had already been established, that
its outcome had to include a ‘branching out’ towards the field of architecture, but that
simultaneously, specifics were left to me and no further constraints were imposed. In
brief, both Andrea Kurzbein and I were given a broad guideline to conduct a ‘social
analysis’ whose results would go towards explaining the phenomena documented by the
team of Delft and Casablanca architecture students.
Qualitative research strategy
From the very beginnings of the project, it became clear that a qualitative research
strategy was needed if we were to have the slightest chance of success in explaining the
transformations of such neighbourhoods. Initial immersion into the city was through
photographic material such as in Figure 1 and from the exploratory reading of a limited
number of sources (notably Cohen & Eleb, 2002 and Avermaete, 2006). The change
seemed to have originated from the actions of inhabitants. The State did not seem to
have a role in the transformations. The process seemed complex, impenetrable. There
seemed to be no theory, no rule. As a result, a truly inductive research process was
considered the best option to explain this extreme urban metamorphosis. By taking
information from the field (observing, talking, interviewing) we would then be able to
make sense of the information (or data) and come to stronger conclusions than if we had
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limited our approach to what had already been proven and established. Unlike deductive
studies where a hypothesis is tested, itself having originated from a conceptual model
and existing theory, the inductive approach to research creates hypotheses sparked from
observations and findings (Bryman, 2008 p.11). This is theory essentially built from the
ground, which is why it is often given the name ‘Grounded theory’ 2. These are concepts
defined and established by Strauss & Corbin (1990, 2008), whose authoritative
methodological guidelines shaped the process of our study.
For instance, they argue that conversations in the form of in-depth, semi-structured
interviews can yield a vastly greater amount of insights than in the case of a
questionnaire or brief encounters (Corbin & Strauss, 2008). This is especially evident
within our research theme, where it is the inhabitants alone who can explain their
motivations for dwelling transformation. Had a substantial body of research already
existed, we could possibly have opted for a less purely-inductive approach to qualitative
research. That is, we could have conducted our empirical data analysis with strong
knowledge of pre-existing theories on change in that neighbourhood. However, there is
a gap in the literature and has already been documented in Chapter 1. So,
methodologically speaking, this had a substantial influence on our prior understanding
of the topic. Or, in Glaser’s (1978) words, the gap affected our “theoretical sensitivity”
to the research subject.
This concept “indicates an awareness of the subtleties of meaning of data” (Strauss &
Corbin, 1990 p.41). Its sources can lie in literature, which permits us to “sensitise us to
what is going on with the phenomenon”, in professional and personal experiences in the
field, and also through the “analytic process itself”. It is this latter source of theoretical
sensitivity that is gained from fieldwork. Indeed, “insight and understanding about
phenomenon increase as you interact with your data” (Strauss & Corbin, 1990 p.43).
We could say that upon arrival in Casablanca, we were quite ‘insensitised’: limited
literature knowledge, total absence of personal/professional awareness, and lack of
analytic process. This is not an entirely undesirable situation, because it permitted us to

2

Although we should mention that the term ‘Grounded theory’, developed by Corbin & Strauss, has
come to mean many things in social research methods, sometimes even acquiring theory-like attributes.
Here, we use it in its most general sense – “Grounded theory is not a theory” (Bryman, 2008 p.541) –
without its specific guidelines developed by later authors.
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be more aware of our surroundings and take nothing for granted (Strauss & Corbin,
1990 p.42), but a steep learning curve beckoned.
The appeal of Grounded theory
Qualitative research holds many other appeals in the Casablancan context. Of particular
utility is the recursiveness of the research process between data-building and theorybuilding. Our research process was characterised by constant comings-and-goings
between our observations in the field on one side and the wealth of international
literature at our disposal on the other side. By embracing this recursiveness, we were
able to connect our findings with a large body of work on housing studies, Islamic
cities, transformation processes, culture, etc. The structure of this thesis is faithful to the
recursiveness of the exercise.
Notwithstanding the purely methodological benefits, I feel that establishing a personal
contact with local inhabitants was crucial in our obtaining of relevant data. There is a
reason behind every action, and there is a story behind every transformation: it is
through people’s life stories and experiences that we explained the underlying rationales
behind grassroots change. It is doubtful that a structured questionnaire or survey would
have brought new perspectives to light in this context. It is unlikely that local
populations are sufficiently accustomed to surveys and some of their more complex
components (e.g. scaling and rating mechanisms). Furthermore, illiteracy and semiilliteracy are rife even in Morocco’s urban populations, especially in poorer
communities.
In any case, the sensitivity of the subject needs face-to-face interaction and a
relationship of trust. Appropriation and transformation processes are not always legal
and they sometimes go back many years (sometimes even thirty or forty years).
The case-study
As mentioned above, empirical data was obtained through observation and interviews
with residents of a specific area of the Hay Mohammadi district. These were the
inhabitants of the three buildings that composed the cité verticale, and their surrounding
area (limited to a few streets). We determined that a broad case-study was not realistic,
especially in such a short space of time. Consequently, only the famous buildings of Nid
d’abeille, Sémiramis and la Tour were included, as were surrounding houses built on
top of the Écochard grid.
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This neighbourhood was favoured over a series of other neighbourhoods – originally a
dozen – submitted to us by Learning from Casablanca organisers, each with its own
characteristics but all having been built in a post-WWII mass-housing mind-frame.
Andrea Kurzbein devoted her research to the neighbourhood of Hay Hassani, whose
attributes are somewhat similar to Hay Mohammadi - distance to city centre, time
period, architecture, socio-economic conditions (Kurzbein, 2011 p.33). As a result,
some insights from Hay Hassani have infiltrated this thesis – the best examples were
sometimes found in that neighbourhood.
Interviews
So the in-depth, semi-structured interviews were carried out with residents of the cité
verticale and surrounding area. They could rarely speak any French, so we relied greatly
on the help of locals who could accompany us and interpret (both ways) the contents of
conversations. This was far from being ideal, especially in a situation where we were

Map of the city showing both case-study neighbourhoods in relation to the old medina
(illustration by Kurzbein, 2011 p.9)
Figure 18
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looking to detect how people responded and what they did not say when we asked them
about dwelling transformations. It became clear very fast that a good interpreter was
needed for the interview to be successful and for him or her to be fully aware of the
aims of our study, of the way to conduct a good interview, and of “the art of hearing
data” (Rubin & Rubin, 2005).
I was fortunate to have the opportunity of splitting my fieldwork in Casablanca into two
parts. The first, in March 2011, was mostly exploratory and sought to define properly
the research question (having accompanied the architecture students in their ‘physical
analysis’). In this first phase, we also conducted several fascinating interviews with
inhabitants of Hay Mohammadi and Hay Hassani who had been living in their dwellings
for decades and could really give us a first-hand account of their experiences. Seeing as
our research aim was to explain the reasons for change between the 1950s and today, we
tended to favour older households simply because of the fact that they were likely to
have transformed their dwelling themselves.
When I returned to Hay Mohammadi in May 2011, I kept my focus on the inhabitants of
Hay Mohammadi that I had met in my first visit: during my time away, I had had time
to develop new thoughts, ideas and perspectives from my consultation of literature and
initial data codification and analysis. There were many new questions that I had for
them. They were also more relaxed in their attitude and opened up to a greater degree
than in our first meeting. The interview guide that I used in the second phase can be
found in the annex. It started off as a basic list of topics but developed into a
comprehensive guide as the interviews progressed.
After the interview process was completed, data was translated, transcribed and codified
in line with the methods put forward by Corbin & Strauss. This was done by hand: the
data volume was not large enough for software packages to be helpful.
Opening up
We must always bear in mind the impact of the researcher in potentially shaping the
answers of interviewees. This is especially valid when speaking about money, and
anything of a material or personal nature. ‘Did the man give me a reply that truly
reflects his situation, or did he reply in such a way as to steer the conversation away
from the topic?’ is a question that is hard to answer. It is understandable that pride has
its place in these topics – yet I feel that most interviewees were actually very open, and
frank, about their personal lives.
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Interviewer: “Tell us a bit about the neighbourhood during your childhood.”
Kamal: “(Speaks of childhood for several minutes) … Then at 32, I left the
house. I’m 52 years old; I left the house 20 years ago. I got married then, had
two children, I was married 18 years … (pauses) … Three months ago, the wife
filed for a divorce. Everything is gone: the apartment, the car, the kids,
everything is lost! (laughs)”.
The man did not need to confide in us this part of his life – we had merely asked for a
depiction of the neighbourhood during his childhood! Another interviewee confides in
us, after having somewhat strayed off topic:
Assam: “I don’t know what to do anymore. My daughter is ill, we need to pay for
her medication, I’m looking for a job, but it’s so hard because my specialty is
[specific skill]. What can I do? I don’t know where I will be in two years’ time.”
In short, the social distance between the interviewers and interviewees could easily be
determined from the early moments of the interview. Incidentally, the openness had a
spatial dimension too: the inhabitants who spoke most frankly were also the ones who
showed us the most rooms.
The implicit role of the researcher in shaping answers and influencing people’s
behaviours cannot be overlooked here, especially in a context where our presence as
researchers was so obvious, and where our intentions as investigators were so
transparent. Local inhabitants were not used to seeing Western people in the
neighbourhood, and whenever this did occur they knew it was with the specific aim of
studying their living environment.
The interview process
At first, interviewee selection was totally random: knocking on doors and introducing
ourselves to people on the street. It is only at a later stage that a ‘snow-ball effect’
appeared, with some of our interviewees suggesting that we “have a talk with my
neighbour; he has been living here for much longer than me … he even owned a shop”
etc. Inhabitants were very welcoming, with the majority of them accepting the
interview. It was as official guests that we were welcomed into homes, and it is in this
context that we carried out the interview: despite being strangers, foreign and
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academics, we nonetheless qualified for the same warm and unimpeded hospitality that
one would afford to a friend or relative. This included making us feel comfortable with
cushions provided; being offered the customary glass of mint tea, sometimes also finger
food; and being entertained without any apparent concern for time or other activities.
Needless to say, this was a perfect setting for conducting interviews, where time would
usually have been a constraining factor. This was fortunately not the case for the vast
majority of our inhabitant interviews, whose conversational style would often permit us
to delve deep into the inhabitant’s culture and values – although the topic of
conversation would sometimes go on an irrecoverable tangent!
Limitations
Let us recall that this research’s foundations firmly lie in the Casablancan context, and
as such, we must accept that its results will not lend themselves to generalisation, or to
use Bryman’s (2008) concepts, that this thesis has ‘limited external validity’. Its results
will be only applied to other world contexts with difficulty, so we must embrace the
specificity to our study, to underline what makes Hay Mohammadi unique with respect
to housing appropriations.
The neighbourhood is quite unique with respect to its thriving community and high
social capital. In the following chapter we will see that the neighbourhood has
undergone vast transformations at a community scale. It has matured. One could say it
has even had its social and cultural ‘emancipation’ in the last decades, making it a
challenging theme of research. Unfortunately, we feel that the ‘thriving city’ theme lies
beyond the scope of our research, despite the many relevant insights that it could
provide. Indeed, in-depth, long-term involvement in the community would be necessary
to gain adequate insights into the mechanisms behind societal processes – and most
importantly, from the point of view of the neighbourhood’s teachings, the socialising
processes to which the inhabitants are exposed from the early stages of life in the
neighbourhood. It is for this reason that we have not undertaken a socio-cultural
mapping of the neighbourhood: it is out of reach due to lack of resources, and it is not
our main research interest. We will, however, make repeated references to the cultural
and social atmospheres that surround interviewees’ answers.
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CHAPTER FOUR – EXPLANATIONS
Introduction
Hay Mohammadi is a good case-study of the perennial tension between dwelling
typology and dwelling practice. On one side – the top – architects and urban visionaries
devised a living space, and by extension, a life, for Muslim populations. On the other
side – the bottom – communities established themselves into the urban tissue and made
it their own. And despite what planners had wished for, the initial top-down intervention
into the neighbourhood was also to be its only one. Over the years, it is the people, from
the ground up, who have punctuated changes to the neighbourhood. It is not the vision
that drives change, it is the practice. This almost rings like a truism for our
neighbourhood, with the realities it shows to our naked eye. But this, of course, isn’t the
case in other parts of the world, where the diametrical opposite sometimes occurs: one
can think of inner-city neighbourhoods of European cities where blanket attention is
intermittently needed: formal regeneration, restructuring, revitalisation. Here in
Casablanca, the answers lie in people’s stories: it is through the accounts of their
dwellings, of their homes, of their lives that we can find answers. The in-depth
interview process helps us to dig into these personal accounts. We explained this in the
previous chapter: ‘There is a reason behind every action, and there is a story behind
every transformation’.
All change that we have observed has its origins in an immediate necessity. The old
adage ‘Necessity is the mother of invention’ does hold its ground here too. Our
respondents univocally spoke of necessity as the driving force behind change. But far
from having one causal factor, this urge to adapt has its source in variegated social,
economic, demographic and cultural interplays. Again, we must stress that these
transformation factors are not mutually exclusive. Instead, it is our opinion that they are
mutually inclusive, with their segmentation nonetheless acting as a necessary measure
of abstraction for our analysis. This is particularly evident from the section below that
provides a brief depiction of macro-level change at a more global level.
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4.1

Observed changes in the built environment

In this section we give an account of the transformations that have occurred in the
neighbourhood. We do this through the use of field observations, photographic material,
and to a lesser extent, of our main empirical findings: inhabitant interviews. It does not
offer any ‘explanations’ per se, but a broad assessment of what characterises Hay
Mohammadi today. Let us briefly remark that this constitutes a passage into the lesserknown aspects of our research. But they are also of particular interest from our point of
view: through these ventures, we seek to provide answers to the spatial evolution of an
organic, bottom-up character that official sources, or history books, could not provide.
Lesser-known they are, indeed, as this is a gap that Cohen & Eleb (2002) acknowledge
– see Chapter 1.
Issues
This particular case-study is not the most straightforward to document. Indeed, the
neighbourhood’s evolution, over the space of half a century, is hard to segment and the
changes are as multiple as they are diverse. What is more, today it is a thriving, bustling
quartier populaire with a strong community spirit in which people recognise each other
wherever they go. Satisfactory levels of insertion, therefore, are especially hard to attain
during such a short field observation. For instance, the author felt uneasy taking
photographs of the public realm and of buildings – it is, after all, a form of research
imposed on residents who have no say in the matter.
We can, however, identify three broad themes of transformation: the physical, sociocultural and economic landscapes of change.

Physical change
From a purely physical perspective, we immediately notice high levels of change, to the
point that the neighbourhood is now completely unrecognisable from its original form in
the 1950s. An observation shared by numerous other researchers of Hay Mohammadi:
I encountered the same difficulty reported by many other visitors before me: it
was almost impossible to recognise the buildings and districts any more … Their
inhabitants had appropriated the buildings to such an extent that they were
rendered nearly unrecognisable.
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von Osten, 2010 p.31

The question of appropriation and the many transformations operated by the
inhabitants is complex. In most cases, it is now almost impossible to identify
and recognise the original projects.
Capannini, 2005 p.11

To start with, the name of the neighbourhood is no longer Carrières Centrales (meaning
‘central quarries’, the stone quarries in which shacks were built from the early 20th
Century). It is now called Hay Mohammadi, or ‘the neighbourhood of Mohammed’ in
honour of king Mohammed V who, having returned from exile after Moroccan
independence, came to the neighbourhood and paid tribute to its people (Mdidech,
2008). The trame 8x8 houses have been extended vertically into multi-storey buildings,
with varying heights depending on individual property. Two or three levels were added
to the original patio-dwelling, and some buildings now feature up to five or six levels
from the ground. In the vertical buildings of the ATBAT-Afrique, there is a complete
closure of the façades of the buildings. Where once there were big openings for air and
light, the space is now occupied by thick brick walls behind which inhabitants are
afforded a greater deal of privacy. The 3D modelling by TU Delft (2011) provide us
with remarkable visuals of the evolution of the buildings (Figure 21). What is more, the
area has seen a densification of housing: constructions have appeared where Écochard
had provided for open space. This means fewer green areas, playgrounds, etc.
There doesn’t seem to be any trace of major redevelopment behind these transformation
processes: state intervention is minimal in appearance, manifest from the lack of
aesthetic cohesion to the buildings and their varying stages of transformation (some
have been extended very recently; others are over twenty years old, etc.). We do suspect
there is a ‘big picture’ behind these physical transformations, though. For all the
superficial differences of form between the various dwellings, there is homogeneity of
transformation and extension (as opposed to the status quo, the conservation of an
original dwelling typology). Underlying reasons behind these extensive reconfigurations
are consequently thought to be within reach of this research. For instance, if we inspect
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The transformation process on all three dwelling typologies
Figure 19
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the 3D images, the steps of transformation are very similar in all three building
typologies (Trame, Nid d’abeille, Sémiramis): the outer openings are believed to have
immediately been covered up with planks, out of a practical necessity for shelter or
shade. Over time, stronger, more permanent roofing is installed, which gives the dweller
the opportunity to use an upper-level which had until then not existed. The process,
however, comes at a cost of natural sunlight and ventilation. But inhabitants have
unanimously embraced these transformations – it is now a question of understanding
their underlying motivations for change.
Socio-cultural change
Alongside the physical transformations, we can observe a social and cultural
‘emancipation’ of the neighbourhood, enjoying high levels of social cohesion and
whose reputation for vitality stretches across the city of Casablanca. Mdidech (2008)
gives an account of Hay Mohammadi as a cradle of the resistance to the French, a
bastion of the independence movement. The neighbourhood did, indeed, see a number
of revolts towards foreign rule in the run-up to independence in 1956, and our
interviews will confirm this. Many artists, personalities and musicians have emerged in
Hay Mohammadi over the years, too. A deep community layering and its omnipresence
in the many facets of city life make it a challenging theme of research, as discussed in
Chapter 3. The community sentiment has permeated into a feeling of common identity
to the people of the neighbourhood – although the usual geographies of inclusion and
exclusion do apply here: some groups are more included than others. In any case, we
can observe today a city-wide quasi-disappearance of Muslim/European spatial
segregation. Independence and a natural, expected balancing out occurred in the years
and decades that followed independence.
The highly segregating character has almost disappeared. This shift did not
emerge through any process of democratisation on the part of the government,
but rather through the various means of appropriation performed by the
inhabitants themselves.
von Osten, 2010 p.32

Economic change
From the point of view of the local economy, the economic basis for the neighbourhood
was laid in remarkable detail by Écochard’s neighbourhood unit concept. Thus, the souk
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and kessaria (food and non-food markets, respectively), combined with a broad range of
commercial and administrative units, cannot be entirely attributed to a process of
transformation of the landscape: they were part of the original design (Écochard, 1950
p.7). However, one can say that the commercial sector enjoys an undeniable success,
both in its formal and informal spheres. On top of the gravitational presence of the
major retail centres (whose catchment areas, we will later discover, stretch far beyond
the neighbourhood), many commercial units have opened here and there, in a manifestly
organic, spontaneous manner.
Beyond individual spheres
This is comparable, again, to our observations of physical transformation, which show a
simple process by which an opportunity is identified and an initiative is taken by the
inhabitant to create something new. So the landscape of transformation can be spatial
(e.g.: extending a dwelling), societal (building a tie) or economic (engaging in trade).
The role of the state, likewise, does not seem to figure prominently in these
appropriation processes 3. Rather, they are constituted of an amalgam of the abovementioned landscapes. For instance, a mosque has appeared in what was a previously
‘unoccupied’ public space: this has consequences for both the spatial and social
construct of the neighbourhood. It was also observed that many itinerant merchants
evolve in this urban setting: the economic value of the public space is increased through
the possibility of commerce. This has a spatial impact, the land taken up by temporary
or durable trading facilities; and economic impact, the neighbourhood’s value increases
both for the supply and demand actors.
Through these brief examples, it is clear that the depth of transformation of the
neighbourhood has had an effect on many facets of society, and it is far too reductive to
look at individual landscapes to measure this effect: it is all intermingled. So how can
we make sense of this? The following sections seek to provide explanations for the
changes that have occurred in Hay Mohammadi in the last five decades.

3

By appropriation, we mean the act of ‘making one’s own’, without its pejorative connotations.
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4.2 Socio-Demographic Change:
composition of households

explaining the transient

Babies
Naturally, the dominant and the most frequently mentioned reason for transformation
was the changing composition of the household. This was widely expected, as the
arrival of a new member into the household has a direct, visible consequence: changing
spatial needs. This trait is confirmed in Western housing literature, for instance within
the housing career framework, where households are triggered to move out of their
house because, say, a child is born and an extra number of rooms is needed. In the
Moroccan context, households are not compelled to move out:
Interviewer: “When you arrived in 1954, did you think about transforming from
the very beginning?”
Dounia: “Oh, no. At that moment, people were only looking to feed
themselves. We accepted the house as it was. It is only when children arrived
that we started to transform.”
The effect of demographic change can also occur with a time lag, with new spatial
needs only arising when children have grown up (especially with the onset of puberty)
and they need a room of their own. This also applies in the Moroccan context, but to a
lesser degree: traditionally, the parents have their own room and children sleep together
in another room – usually the sitting room when dwellings are small.
Mounir: “Normally, we Moroccans put all the children in one room and the
parents in another. Even if there are four of them, they all live in one room.”
Which brings us to the topic of teenage emancipation, a socio-demographic factor of
change that has received considerable attention in Western housing studies (e.g.
Grimmeau, van Criekingen & Roelandts, 1998). It seems that in comparison to the high
levels observed in western European households, teenage emancipation in Casablanca is
very low. To our knowledge, no official data on this matter exists in Morocco, but an
informal poll carried out by the author shows that most young adult students still live at
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their parents’ home. A class of the Casablancan Architecture School (ESAC) has all of
its thirty students living at home with their parents, with the exception of six students
who are not from Casablanca and consequently had to find a place of their own. Colette
Pétonnet quotes a bourgeois saying:
“If you can’t give a room to your son, then don’t send him to the lycée
français”.
Pétonnet, 1972 p.56

Espace non affecté
The saying is a tongue in cheek mockery of European culture, where one usually
expects children to have their own room and private space. But it does not really exist in
the traditional Moroccan dwelling, however. The setup of the home is very different to
that of the European house because of a different way of addressing rooms and space,
most notably through what is called espace non affecté, or non-allocated space. This is a
term used to describe the absence of clear definition of rooms, and is linked to the
temporality of space in Arabic culture, its transient nature. It can be argued that the
spatial construct is nothing more than an interpretation, a resulting element, on a
reflection of one’s vision on life. In Arabic people, this vision is inspired by Koranic
beliefs, as Colette Pétonnet explains:
The unpredictability, the flexibility of timetables, the non-intervention of
mankind in the course of events derives from Islamic philosophy. Everything
comes from God; it is useless to make too precise a project that Allah could
ruin. The invocative ‘Inch Allah’ immediately follows every phrase that
expresses a project, whatever the scale of its ambition.
Pétonnet, 1972 p. 51

She adds that “Islam embraces all social life, including the habitat”. And considering
the implicit role of the dwelling as a window on his/her culture, it is clear that the blurry
state of non-allocated space has its roots in religious beliefs. And so we find that the
daily spatial practices and negotiations that take place within the home originate from
deep, religious-cultural factors.
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Size of households – national statistics for 2001
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provide an individual room
for each of his four children, marking an evolution from traditional norms. However, it
is believed that the espace non affecté remains a major component of dwelling
geography and continues to be omnipresent even in the most contemporary,
‘westernised’ households. It provides sufficient flexibility for the changing rhythms of
daily life. We have already explained that children often sleep in these ‘multi-purpose’
rooms. But other less momentous events may also compel household members to
rearrange their living quarters in other ways.
Non-nuclear households
Of particular interest to us are non-nuclear households, something not uncommon
throughout our field observations, and again, widespread in this part of the world. A
non-nuclear, or extended household, is a “generic term for households in which family
members are present who are not part of the nuclear family of the head of the
household”, the nuclear family being “at most a (married) couple and their unmarried
children” (Bolt, 2002 p.289). Non-nuclear households can take many shapes – one need
only think of the infinite number of combinations: cousins, uncles, parents, brothers-inlaw, daughters-in-law … A brief look at household composition statistics shows that
many households are quite large, a factor that cannot entirely be explained by the
country’s high fertility rates (HCP, 2001 p.35) (see Figure 22). Indeed, the statistical
report for 2000-2001 found that 12% of urban households are occupied by several
nuclei (HCP, 2001 p.40). This is an urban average, most likely watered down by the low
rates of co-residence in better-off households. “A spacious household (4 rooms or more)
is far less likely to be shared” (HCP, 2001 p.41), as can be seen from Figure 23.
Bolt (2002 p.269) explains that, within Turkish and Moroccan migrant communities in
the United States and Europe, two competing hypotheses exist as to the widespread
presence of non-nuclear households there: the first relates to a “continuation of patterns
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from traditional societies”, and the second states that co-residence is brought about by
harsh economic conditions and/or the scarcity of affordable housing, effectively pooling
together members of a same extended family. Both these hypotheses are disputed,
especially within in the migrant community context: are economic realities what drives
relatives together, or would they have done this anyway due to their culture? In many
respects, economic realities seem to dominate in Hay Mohammadi, having ‘forced’
relatives to establish a household together, or insert themselves into a pre-existing
household (for this scenario, see DaVanzo & Chan, 1994). Françoise NavezBouchanine argues:
The orientation towards this or that form of habitat is linked, for the popular
classes, more to a system of opportunities, of acquaintances, and of diverse
determinations, than to a true choice of forms that are offered to them in the
urban space.
Navez-Bouchanine, 1990 p.137

Lack of opportunity brings people together. Its economic sense is absolute, especially in
the Hay Mohammadi neighbourhood, characterised by precariousness. Although many
cultural patterns were also identified; for instance, there is the case of the two sisters,
now in their seventies, who have been living together, in the same small apartment, for
over 30 years. Naturally, their cohabitation makes economic sense, but surely there is a

Degree of cohabitation in relation to the number of occupied rooms
Figure 21
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cultural standard that has governed the durability of their co-habitation too? We could,
perhaps, rephrase our question: having established that precariousness and scarcity of
affordable housing bring relatives together, what it is the place of traditional customs in
creating extended households?
Regardless of the more complex combinations of relatives – such as the abovementioned co-residence of siblings – there is an undisputable influence of cultural
patterns in some households, through what Ankoné & Kaufman (1984) qualify as “a
traditional patriarchal kinship structure”. Aykan & Wolf (2000 p.397) explain this
process in a Turkish context characterised by the modernisation of family structures and
gradual transformation from systems of parental authority to “patterns emphasising
individual and generational autonomy”. Bolt summarises the process explained by
Aykan & Wolf:
According to the life cycle associated with this traditional structure, a
newlywed couple would first live with the husband’s parents (patriarchal
extended family), then form their own household later in their family life cycle
(nuclear family), and finally live with the husband’s parents again (transient
extended family) when his parents have become elderly.
Bolt, 2002 p.270

So, one of its stages involves the son or daughter moving into the family home with
his/her new spouse after marriage. On such occasions, we have observed that a new
floor would usually be added to the existing structure. The parents live on a floor of
their own ensuring some degree of autonomy and privacy for both couples. That is not
to say that an extra floor is a prerequisite for cohabitation. If enough space is available
in the existing dwelling, or if the costs for extension cannot be met, basic
rearrangements will be made to suit the new setup. Traditional housing needs may be
fulfilled with several cohabiting nuclei through the hierarchical organisation of the
dwelling spaces, discussed by Pétonnet (1972). In several interviews, reference is made
to this, notably:
Chaïma: “There is nothing to change here. But, for example, if a brother was to
get married and wanted to come and live here, he could build on the roof-top
terrace. If God facilitates things, the boys can add onto the terrace. An
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apartment like this one. They could put what they want there. They would have
their space.”
The following quote, taken from an interview conducted in Hay Hassani, is a further
example of the permanent establishment of relatives in a household:
Interviewer: “Why did your grand-father add an extra level?”
Mourad: “A third storey was added by my grand-father. It’s him who built it.
When my uncle got married, he didn’t have anywhere to establish himself, so
the extra level was created for my uncle to live in.”
This is made possible with what Akbar (1993)
describes as a “deep territorial structure” (Figure
24) where layers of increasing privacy are
negotiated as one enters deeper into the dwelling.
Although he focused mainly on the public space
and its appropriation into the private sphere, the
same logic applies to the dwellings per se: a wellestablished hierarchy exists between the rooms,

Deep territorial structure
Figure 22

and even if no physical barrier exists, this hierarchy is socially implied. For instance, the
bedroom, the household’s place of intimacy, cannot be entered, seen or passed through
by anyone except the two concerned adults. Children, likewise, are not allowed to enter
the parent’s bedroom. This is enforced by respect for the woman’s intimacy, or hoarma,
which again takes its roots in Islamic beliefs. One respondent even said that rules of
social etiquette demand that a guest avoid making visual contact with the spaces not
explicitly opened up to him. Further references to the intimacy problem will be made in
later sections.
Family visits: one day or one month?
Another context-dependent demographic ‘variable’ is that of the arrival of family,
sometimes non-direct relatives, into the household. Indeed, it is quite common for
family members (brothers, sisters, cousins, parents) to come and live in each other’s
home, for whatever reason it may be. There can be a health and care issue, or the reason
may be economic, whereby the relative cannot afford to live elsewhere. Or it could even
just simply arise out of a desire to be close to your loved one. This has its roots in the
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values and norms of Moroccan culture: the notion of having family members staying
over as guests for extended periods of time is natural, and it is expected. One could not
say the same about Dutch culture, where in-laws coming to stay for several months
unannounced would be met with vocal disapproval! But this is how things are in
Moroccan society: the role of the family is overarching, and it takes precedence over
other matters. Consequently, many households have built a ‘hosting provision’ into their
dwelling layout. Of course, some families who have the funds undertake the
construction of extra rooms for this purpose.
Chaïma: “My father built an extension [from the original 8x8 grid]. Before, they
were all assembled in there, on the ground floor, so he built. This floor was left
for guests, in the event that there is a feast/party. He built [rooms] for us, on
the next floor, and the rest is for our guests … But why put the kitchen on this
level? Water is close by so that if ever guests are in the house, we can cook
here and people can stay sitting down”.
This household built an entire floor for entertaining: even a kitchen has been especially
reserved for guests to supplement the traditional ‘hosting rooms’. These are not called
bedrooms but sala, a rather neutral word equivalent to ‘room’, with long, usually ornate
couches stretching across the sides. This is where the guest is expected to live for the
duration of their stay: be it for one hour or one month, this is a place reserved for
visiting persons. Mourad, the interviewee from Hay Hassani whose grand-father had
built an extension to the house many decades ago, tells us that there has been a
subsequent transformation work, for another one of his uncles to benefit from space in
the house:
Interviewer: “Do the rooms have a different function now, compared to the
past?”
Mourad: “Of course. I’ll give you an example. At the ground floor, it was just
one big room for entertaining. Recently, [my uncles] put a bedroom here,
another room there, a small kitchen, and left a smaller sitting room … My uncle
decided to do the transformations, his brothers agreed. He lives and works in
France most of the year, but he comes here to spend his summer with his wife
and children.
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In the case of Mourad’s home, there have been two major transformations since the
construction of the house: an extra level, and the reorganisation of the ground floor
whose sole function until then had been as a place to receive guests.
One must bear in mind that with or without spacious guest rooms, family visits will
always occur, especially in the case of two apogean events: weddings and funerals
(Navez-Bouchanine, 1990). In the absence of a guest room, the conventional sitting
room, also a multi-purpose hive of activity, will act as a guest room. Pétonnet (1972
p.55) speaks of the importance of image in the guest room. In the same way that the
expensive silverware is kept for important guests and never used for daily meals, the
sala is kept clean, empty, pure. It is a place “where one does not live, where one does
not dirty”. This room merely awaits parental invasiveness 4.
A centre of gravity for the extended family
It is therefore clear to see that the distinction between a ‘passing visit’ and an outright
arrival into the household can sometimes be blurred. However, this is far from being
surprising if we consider the ‘family home’ as the centre of gravity of a family – lives
may be dispersed across the city and country, but a notional sense of the family’s centre
remains.
Interviewer: “What is the meaning of this house for you?”
Loubna: “Well, this house is the place where everyone meets up. It is the
parent’s home. Even if you become independent and you have your own
house, there is always the parent’s home.”
During the process of our interviews, it was sometimes quite challenging to figure out
who was actually living in the dwelling, especially in the case of older households. The
comings-and-goings of family members mean there is an incessant stream of care and
attention to the old and frail. As always, the value of the daily care they bring to their
relatives cannot be overstated – yet their contribution to society often goes unnoticed
because it goes beyond of the monetised economy’s reach.

4

… and also the occasional geographer who has come to interview residents. See Chapter 3 –
Methodology.
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Conclusion
So one can understand the utility of building an extra room for expansion. Dwellings
can theoretically absorb the natural expansion of the family nucleus (babies); the
growing numbers in the household because a family member has moved in; newly-weds
who move into the in-law’s household; vice-versa, a parent comes to live with the
younger generation; or just the incidental visit by a friend or family member. Moroccan
culture (as a product of tradition, norms and values) sees that all these cases be heard.
We can understand, therefore, that from a household’s perspective, the densification of
dwellings in Hay Mohammadi fits into a logic of providing for one’s family and friends.
All in all, we can conclude that from a socio-demographic angle, there are many factors
that can push for the transformation of dwellings.
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4.3

Strategic explanations: households as rational actors, with
feelings

Europe and Morocco, different contexts
The cultural divide makes it difficult to bring together the European and Moroccan
housing contexts. As was seen in the previous section, the Casablancan dwelling sees a
wide range of actors coming into play, in a reflection of the openness and solidarity
embedded into traditional culture. To be sure, the European home is not devoid of any
challenges. But it enjoys a relative stability, compared to its Moroccan neighbour. One
can think of it as the strain that the physical home is put through as the household
expands, contracts, and expands again. The strain has visual, physical properties:
extensions, redecoration, interior reorganisation. In Europe, it is hardly ever the case for
housing or neighbourhoods to evolve so much. To be sure, the dwellings do evolve, as
their interiors are transformed throughout a household’s life-course. But for the actual
structural design to be modified necessitates funding, planning, and regulatory approval
(building a vertical or horizontal extension can take months of ‘red tape’). Furthermore,
it can be said that tenure is a significant factor in the scope for transformation. Renters
will be far less likely to invest in a dwelling that is not their own and is seen as a
‘temporary’ solution to housing problems (Morris, Crull & Winter, 1976; Mandič,
2001).
That is not to say that tenure is a strong determining factor in Morocco, however. Our
interviews have shown that virtually none of the inhabitants of the cité verticale were
the outright owners of their dwelling. The contexts are different and the differences are
subtle: different land laws and notions of property mean that
a standard ‘renter’ in the Netherlands cannot be directly
compared to a typical ‘renter’ in, say, the Nid d’abeille.
Nonetheless, it has been established that urban residential
mobility in the Netherlands and Western societies is far
greater than in non-Western contexts (Drinkwater & Ingram,
2009). Most importantly, it seems that the underlying reason
for mobility varies with both contexts. In Europe, residential
mobility is used as a tool for dealing with dwelling
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dissatisfaction 5 (Brown & Moore, 1970; Morris, Crull & Winter, 1976; Deane, 1990).
The logic is clear: if you are dissatisfied, i.e. if your house does not provide for your
needs, for instance you and your new-borns, then you move on elsewhere for a bettersuited living environment. Most literature has understandably focused on the departure
from a dwelling and the associated socio-economic consequences it has on the
household and involved neighbourhoods. The housing career framework, for instance,
seeks to pinpoint a household’s evolution over time, but also through space, as it moves
from place to place in search of better pastures. Yet housing decision is not limited to
the inevitable departure (with its infinite options of destination).

Efficacy theory: adapting the environment
Instead, there is the viable, yet underexplored, option of staying put and adapting. Van
der Land & Doff (2010 p.432) speak of efficacy theory in reference to Bandura’s (1997)
work. They say an “individual’s efficacy increases when some degree of control can be
exercised over the course of events”. This can take the form of ‘secondary control’, that
of changing one’s mindset. For example, lowering my personal expectations of, say,
public benches per square mile; the other adaptation, or ‘primary control’, involves
changing the exogenous factors, the exterior world, which in the example would involve
my installing of many public benches to satisfy my public bench needs. This, let us be
reminded, is in direct competition to moving out of the neighbourhood to a place with a
pre-existing, satisfactory amount of public benches. Finally, Van der land & Doff (2010
p.433) explain that self-efficacy (with both of its sets of control) can turn into collective
efficacy when the individual turns his initiative into a collective element, gaining social
momentum, to “regain a sense of control over events and detrimental changes in the
residential environment”. Collective efficacy is a way of showing a voice in the
neighbourhood with the objective of bringing change for the better. Now, the
framework established by Van der Land, Doff (2010) and Bandura (1997) was built for
the European analyses, where social factors of stress, satisfaction, safety etc. are given
prominence. But we can try and adapt this framework and see the self and collective
efficacies in action in Casablanca: with an exertion of primary control, an individual can

5

To increase the applicability of the term to the Moroccan context, we may consider broadening
‘dwelling dissatisfaction’ into an umbrella concept for any aspect that the dweller feels does not suit his
immediate (or future) needs.
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choose to modify the external environment around him – our focus is the immediate
context of his house, rather than the social surroundings of his neighbourhood.
Van der Land & Doff (2010 p.433) mention that primary control “is often impossible
without a collective element”, which also holds true in Hay Mohammadi, but to a
different extent. In the Netherlands, most individual efforts don’t have consequences for
the neighbourhood, but in our case-study the physical transformation of the
neighbourhood could only have been possible if a majority of dwellers took the
initiative of building an extra level here, or blocking a window there. Let us take a
moment to observe a photograph of the Nid d’abeille building (see Figure 25). Had
there only been self-efficacy, or an isolated individual initiative for improvement, only
sporadic closures of the patio would have appeared to this day. Yet the entirety of the
façade is covered by bricks of varying shapes and sizes (suggesting varied sources of
labour). Would the individualistic dweller have been able to fulfil his wish without
others following? One can imagine the authorities giving leeway to a unanimous effort
for the privatisation of the dwelling, but not to a given individual, whose isolated
initiative could easily be dismissed. As such, the goals are shared but the action is
individual – does that make it purely individual or purely collective? We could say that
neither hypothesis applies, as both the individual and the group influenced the outcome
of the neighbourhood’s transformation. One interviewee spoke of the simultaneity of
change in the Nid d’abeille: for many years the building stayed intact. It wasn’t until a
given moment (unfortunately, impossible to pin-point exactly in time) that a single act,
a spark, led to the generalised blockage of patio openings.
Youssef: “One person started. The ground floors really needed to be extended.
Everyone followed. There is a Moroccan proverb that says ‘Do as your
neighbour does’ (laughs), so everyone followed!”
The strategy of adapting the environment from within, as opposed to moving elsewhere,
completely changes neighbourhood dynamics and people’s attitude vis-à-vis their
current situation. The factors that influence a household’s lack of mobility, which can
be framed into people’s economic-rational mindset, will be explored in greater detail in
the next section. But first, let us briefly introduce the theoretical backing behind bottom-
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up, informal urban transformation processes that characterises Hay Mohammadi and
other neighbourhoods around the world.
‘Exit Voice Loyalty’ framework
The classical work by Hirschman (1970) regarding the way people contest a consumer
product’s decline has become a framework used in many academic studies (see
Dowding et al., 2000 for an overview of these). Unsurprisingly then, Hirschman’s Exit,
Voice, Loyalty (EVL) framework has also been applied to housing. A natural choice,
we could say, if we consider the home as a regular economic product whose quality is
constantly monitored by its market-conscious consumers. Van der Land & Doff (2010)
make extensive use of this framework in their above-mentioned paper, transposing its
mechanisms to the housing environment in a remarkable manner. They argue that if a
decline is perceived in a neighbourhood, inhabitants will either show voice, “an active
appeal or protest and an attempt to change circumstances rather than to escape from
them” (Van der Land & Doff, 2010 p.431), or exit from the neighbourhood, which is
equivalent to ceasing the consumption of Hirschman’s conceptual product. The Loyalty
element of Hirschman’s framework is actually what will determine the resident’s tactic
in response to this decline (either activating voice, or making an exit). So in
mathematical terms, the action is a function of loyalty, and this action has two
outcomes: exit tactic or voice tactic. The higher the loyalty, i.e. the better the
appreciation of the neighbourhood by its inhabitants, the higher the chance that voice
will be activated, instead of an outright retreat from the neighbourhood. The logic is
simple: if something doesn’t suit a resident, he is more likely to try and do something
about it if he is loyal to his neighbourhood. Van der Land & Doff (2010 p.431) have
tweaked the framework slightly by making the exit tactic a non-dichotomous variable,
thus making a provision for social exit, or gradual participative withdrawal, from the
neighbourhood. This is the action of withdrawing from life in the neighbourhood whilst
still physically being there. It could be argued that total absence of social engagement
with one’s surroundings is roughly equivalent to physical absence from the
neighbourhood. Hirschman had made exit dichotomous: “either you leave or you do
not” (Van der Land & Doff, 2010 p.431) which does overlook the importance of social
engagement when living in a community.
The basis of EVL framework as interpreted by Van der Land & Doff (2010) is summed
up in a schematic diagram, itself a personal interpretation of the Dutch case-study’s
findings (Figure 26). It shows three specific outcomes, out of a theoretically infinite
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Schematic representation showing EVL framework in Netherlands and Casablanca
Figure 24

number of possibilities ranging from total withdrawal to total action. It uses the example
given on page 438 of a woman dissatisfied with the neighbouring inhabitants’ antisocial behaviour. She can exit, cope, or take action. In reality, she is compelled to cope,
because exit is not a possibility, and the action tactic (made up by this author for the
sake of illustration) is far from being conceivable. Her coping method amounts to avoid
going out or coming into contact with the community in her neighbourhood, which is
close to a total withdrawal (socially, not physically).
EVL’s applicability
In Hay Mohammadi, on the other hand, our aim is to understand a physical consequence
of an event that originated from within the household. A different interpretation of
Hirschman is necessary. In the schematic, we have added the Casablancan context with
a straight-forward example of having to deal with the arrival of a ‘new household
member’, but this can be any of the socio-demographic, economic, or cultural-religious
interplays explained in the entirety of this thesis. It does hold ground, but we can
wonder if the underlying logics are still valid. Of the most relevance, does this
endogeny of change make Hirschman’s EVL framework obsolete for our analysis?
Well, we believe that, on the contrary, the simplicity of Hirschman’s framework in the
first place makes it very applicable to a variety of contexts. Furthermore, it is not the
origin of the issue that interests EVL but they ways in which consumers react to this
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issue. In the Netherlands the issue in the study is related to anti-social behaviour and in
Morocco it is related to dwelling suitability, but on the whole both judgments are sound.
EVL framework is a welcome addition to our conceptual grounding, and even though
the original framework has been decomposed and reconstructed to suit the local setting,
applying a classical article to our field-study can only benefit the anchoring of our
empirical analysis.

In situ adjustments
Nonetheless, EVL is not the only theoretical attempt at including – rather ironically –
immobility in residential mobility studies. We have identified other studies that seek to
explain these in-place adjustments versus physical displacement. Most notably,
Littlewood & Munro (1997) have perfected academic discourse on ‘move or improve’
decisions, whose focus, again, is to shed more light on the decision not to move on from
one’s home. Their work has been applied to the surprisingly relevant context of
Slovenia by Mandič (2001). In this article, the author denounces the limitations of a
mobility-centred approach to housing choice, underlying the “significance of nonmarket options of housing provision”. She argues that “in situ changes, or ‘in-place’
modification and improvement of the dwellings to better meet the current household’s
needs” are a viable option to counter the ‘consumption disequilibrium’. This term refers
to the fact that over time, one’s expectations for housing increases whilst the value of
the home simultaneously decreases. This creates a disequilibrium, whereby the
household’s needs have evolved but the home itself has not. This depreciation can be in
relation to the home’s physical structure, in its surrounding social landscape, or any
other matter of importance to the household. The point that this theory underlines, as
EVL does too, is that one’s living environment, through its material nature, is frozen in
time because of its lack of evolutionary capability. Naturally! A house is merely an
inanimate object. But as we said previously, a person’s physical environment is a
window to her culture. The static nature of the dwelling’s structure impedes the person’s
evolution, their changing needs. This is, in essence, the reflection that we posit at this
stage, and it is visible throughout the theoretical grounding that we provide. It is part of
human nature to evolve, to go forward, in a gradual way.
Yet every evolutionary moment cannot always be taken by radically changing one’s
physical environment – moving house is costly, and it is drastic. In situ adaptation, on
the other hand, is a good tool for adapting one’s physical environment to make it
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correspond to one’s own needs: spatial, social, cultural, etc. In Casablanca, it could be
argued that the endogenous nature of issues provides a starting point, or theoretical
facilitator, for in situ transformations – and not exit strategies. To be sure, there are
many factors, of a more pragmatic nature, that influence a household’s possibility or
impossibility of transforming a dwelling. These factors, explained through the
abstracted framework of ‘barriers to change’, will be introduced in a later section – see
Chapter 4.4. The point we wish to make is that the nature of the issue is crucial, so
before even considering how it will be addressed we must determine its theoretical
scope for in situ adaptation.
If the necessity comes from within, it can also be remedied from within; unlike in the
suburbs of The Hague, where many problems came from outside of the home,
completely changing the individual’s ability to act upon it. Self and collective efficacy
come to mind here again: Van der Land & Doff (2010 p.433) explain that highly
deprived or ethnically heterogeneous neighbourhoods have a harder time at activating
the common voice of collective efficacy, consequently increasing the helplessness felt
by many of its residents.
Move or improve
If the previous segments looked at the root of the process, which will be unattractively
baptised as ‘Theoretical in situ adjustment potential’, this section looks at the primary,
immediate considerations of what one person’s options are, following the identification
of an issue. According to the EVL framework, withdrawal from the neighbourhood is
clearly one of the potential outcomes. Yet it is not a simple matter of moving elsewhere,
without consequence. The departure from a neighbourhood is far from easy, and
anybody who has moved will relate to this. Consequently, the considerations from our
previous section are only valid if we have a clear grasp on households’ exit strategies, or
lack thereof.
And indeed, the option of moving in Casablanca, especially at lower end of the
economic ladder, does not seem like a viable option. This was a question that we put to
our interviewees: would you leave? The answer was quasi-unanimous: no. Now, the
reasons for settlement are, as always, multiple and hard to disassociate from each other.
But globally, let us speak of three main factors. Money, or the economic opportunity of
moving on; attachment, or the emotional and cultural dependence on immediate
geographical surroundings; and resourcefulness, or the eye for adaptation from within,
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to which we made reference in the previous section. This is echoed with surprising
similarity by Van der Land & Doff (2010 p.436): “there are many practical hassles
connected with moving house, there are social motives to stay, and besides that, moving
often is not cheap”.
Money: have cash, will travel
Inherent to the question of neighbourhood mobility is the availability of funds to finance
a new home. The economic rationale is very simple: a new, improved dwelling will cost
money, and if the household has no other assets than their old home, it is unlikely that
they will be able to trade for a new home whose suitability equals or surpasses the
current situation. This is an economic reality and it is as valid in the multi-million-dollar
villas of the affluent suburbs as it is in the murkiest bidonville of the new town. What is
more – whilst remaining in the quantifiable realm of monetary cost – there is an
inherent price to moving houses: administration fees, removal vans, etc. Replying to a
question about her moving away from her current apartment, one elderly respondent
notes:
Dounia: “We don’t have anywhere to move to. We don’t have the money.
Everyone would like to change for the better. But we don’t have the money”.
The unavailability of cash in this deprived household means the lady doesn’t even have
a hypothetical destination to give us. It turns out that throughout our interviews, when
the subject of moving came up, money was never a topic that really endured and the
conversation quickly moved on to other factors that caused people to stay here.
Attachment: the feeling of belonging
So the money barrier – whose relative lack of importance cannot be entirely verified – is
complemented by other factors that dissuade households from moving out. As we
mentioned above, during our interviews the conversation usually steered away from
money towards the theme of social attachment to the neighbourhood. Its importance is
evident from the following exchange with a middle-aged female resident of the Trame
8x8:
Interviewer: “What if someone proposed you a new dwelling in another
neighbourhood?”
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Chaïma: “Our origins are here, we can’t go. Impossible. It’s pretty, it’s popular,
any place here reminds you of something. Everything is close. If someone comes
to tell me: ‘leave this place and I will give you another’, I couldn’t. Because in my
soul, psychologically, I feel at ease here. I can’t change.”
The strength of her attachment to the neighbourhood is evident from all of her replies:
the neighbours “we are all brothers”, the shops “everything is close, day or night”, the
community spirit “total solidarity”. Her sister, Boutaina, who also lives in the house,
says “everything is great in the neighbourhood”, and she would leave it for nothing in
the world. It becomes apparent during the course of the interview that they had recently
been bereaved. Their father, a well-known mason in the neighbourhood, had passed
away and left the household’s remaining members (his two daughters) a house built
with his own hands. One of the women tells us she feels proud of Hay Mohammadi and
there is a tingle in her eye when she speaks of times when the neighbourhood mourns
together – without ever explicitly mentioning her father.
Chaïma: “They cook for you and you do nothing. They take care of everything.
They come and say things like ‘what do you need?’. Total solidarity (…)
everybody is known as the son or daughter of a given person.”
So in the case of this household, there is a strong – almost potent – feeling of emotional
belonging to the neighbourhood and the house, because it reminds them of their late
father and everything that the neighbourhood has done for them. Another interviewee
speaks of the low cost living in the neighbourhood, where prices are very reasonable. “I
prefer our souk. They don’t inflate the prices here like they do in other
neighbourhoods”, says Maïmouna, an elderly woman who lives in La tour.
Other households were not as emphatic about the neighbourhood, and had a more
pragmatic attitude to their situation. “I could leave, but where could I go that would
improve my situation?” says Assam, who subsequently dismisses our exploration into
the hypothetical. He lives in the Nid d’abeille with his family, but he had made an
attempt at living abroad to make some money. There are a few things that do not suit
him, but even so, he is happy to be able to live in the neighbourhood where he grew up.
This way, he can be live close to his mother and be in the familiar, reassuring setting of
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Hay Mohammadi. His current situation is far from being idyllic, however: he mentions
size problems: “the apartment is too small for my family” (his wife and two young
girls), and the ‘informal’ presence of metal workshops on the ground floor of his
apartment also cause some distress “they make so much noise that we can’t get any
rest”. But even so, he bought the apartment two years ago, when he returned from
Holland, and invested heavily to pay for transformations. He paid 130,000 dirhams
(around € 13,000) for the apartment, half of which went to renovating and adding an
extra level at the expense of the patio (as explained in our field observations section –
see Figure 21). He tells us: “This is the last apartment to have been transformed. An
old lady lived here before and she never did any work on her home.” This piece of
information contradicts our photographic evidence of 1988 which shows an entirely
covered Nid d’abeille façade (Figure 27). If she had kept the apartment in its original
condition, why is there a large wall covering her patio opening? Our conclusion is that
the lady did indeed cover
her patio, but an extra living
space was not built in the
dwelling

until

Assam’s

arrival. In any case, the
totality of the interior of the
apartment was modernised
recently and the quality of
labour is of a high standard.

The Nid d’abeille in 1988
Figure 25

This household is loyal to the neighbourhood, in a way that surpasses economic
rationales: Assam has many issues with his surroundings, yet he recently made an
commitment to live here, even injecting extra capital to make his new apartment
suitable for his family’s needs (modernisation, sprucing up, one added room).
Assam, Chaïma, Maïmouna and Hassane all have different reasons that compel them to
stay in the neighbourhood. They have proved to us that the reason is not only economic,
but has its roots in more emotional, affective mindsets. Moving away would make them
lose the social ties that they have established with the community, and also lose the
relatively attractive position within a thriving neighbourhood, with its shops, services,
transport routes, etc. The services provision of Écochard’s plan has lived on and
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blossomed into a major centre for retail – and it has its effect on people’s appreciation
of the neighbourhood.
Resourcefulness: adaptation from within
The third and final factor that we have identified makes people decide to stay in their
dwelling is the possibility of adapting from within. It is not a ‘hook’ in itself, as with
emotional attachment, but a set of circumstances that cancels the need to look elsewhere
for improvement. The case was already made previously: if a household is faced with an
issue 6, it is the solution that comes at the least cost (both economically and socially) that
will be chosen. Just like in Holland, if someone wants to build a new kitchen, then a
new kitchen can be built on the spot – no need to move to another house to benefit from
the luxury of that new gas stove. The resourcefulness we talk about here has an
economic backing to it: investing on the spot whilst making the most of what you have.
If a Dutch household acquires a higher income and new opportunities for comfort, then
work will be done to increase their living conditions: new furniture, redecoration, etc.
Likewise, in Casablanca, if a household is better off, they will want to upgrade their
dwelling, to make it a projection of their continually evolving lives (refer to ‘in situ
adjustments’ section). But because there is a bigger scope for change, these homeimprovements are taken that little bit further. To the extent, in fact, of having physical
consequences in a neighbourhood whose morphology is in constant evolution. We also
picked up on an overt social demarcation through physical improvements during one of
our interviews:
Boutaina: “Do you see these stairs? My father widened them. They were
narrow before. If the lady who lives next to us was in her house right now, I
would have taken you to see the difference in decoration. Here, they are large;
two people can climb them together. Our stairs aren’t like others in the
neighbourhood.”

Conclusion
There is nothing entirely unexpected about these three factors of attachment to the
dwelling – yet when they are combined, they can create a surprisingly strong bond
6

As before, by ‘issue’ we mean it in its broadest sense: it applies to anything going from a personal
perception of a neighbourhood’s social decay to a structural lack of dwelling space
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between inhabitants and their neighbourhood. That is not to say that Hay Mohammadi is
paralysed in a thick layer of dwelling satisfaction. The neighbourhood has its fair share
of disgruntled occupants and a regular stream of arrivals and departures – although
official figures are regretfully inexistent so we cannot exactly quantify its residential
mobility rates. That said, many interviewed households have been able to establish a
personal link back to the neighbourhood’s origins, which displays great stability levels
considering the neighbourhood was built over two generations ago. 7

7

Although strictly speaking, this observation is biased because our field research tended to privilege older
households (refer to methodology section).
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4.4

Culture: the centrality of tradition and religion
Cities are processes, not products.
Abu-Lughod (1987 p.172)

Introduction: going deeper
Hay Mohammadi has come a long way since the first seeds of community were planted
by Écochard some six decades ago. So far, our explanations of the reasons behind
change have focused on the more ‘contemporary’ processes, those which explain
today’s mechanisms for change, the logics that govern people’s choices. But in reality,
these logics (social, demographic, economic) cannot explain the totality of the
mutations of Hay Mohammadi. They are very conventional and, in theory, applicable to
any setting. They will hold in any environment, simply evident from the wealth of
international literature and the ease with which we managed to compare the fortunes of
Hay Mohammadi with the Dutch or European housing contexts.
But what should we make of the modernist root and its top-down imposition of a
particularly ground-breaking vision for the city? And the fact that this experiment was
conducted on the inexperienced predicament of bidonville dwellers? The explanations
that have been presented to the reader until now represent a broad set of tools for
explaining a household’s ability to adapt for today’s dynamic world; they are the story
of the modern Casablanca. But they have until now overlooked some of the major
cultural adaptations that were undertaken as the neighbourhood matured from its bare
concrete, functionalist form into a thriving, popular neighbourhood.
In a way, we overlooked the cultural backing that these actions possess. Indeed, our
research shows that much of the driving force behind original change is through a
concern for cultural, traditional, and religious suitability of the dwelling – and economic
or demographic change comes secondary to that.
So the cultural backing will further help us understand these previous logics, because
culture and identity are the true binding elements of social production. Indeed, we have
already made repeated references to cultural processes throughout our explanations,
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albeit without specifically articulating them as such: attitudes influence families’
fertility rates; norms govern people’s behaviour towards guests and relatives; traditions
attach people to their land and community; etc. We have demonstrated that all of these
factors have a role in shaping the city. In our case-study, this ‘shaping’ takes the form
of a neighbourhood-scale assemblage of micro-level household decisions. But there is
more. There are cultural reasons for change that do not hold an easily-definable
societal façade: religion, intimacy, gender, emotions.
Culture v Modernity: an inevitable tension?
But first, we must give a brief mention to the potentially conflictual consequence of the
arrival of modernity into traditional society. Nezar AlSayyad makes the following
remark when speaking of North African colonialism and the effects of globalisation:
Family, ethnicity, religion, language and history have all been identified as
identity-constituting elements which are handed down in a process normally
referred to as “tradition”. Tradition is based on valuing constraint. In a
technological world of limitless choices, the conflict between the traditional
and the modern in urbanism becomes unavoidable.
AlSayyad, 2010 p. 77

Which takes us back to the aforementioned perennial tension between dwelling
typology and dwelling practice (see Chapter 4 - introduction). We have extensively
documented the efforts of Écochard and his team in creating a suitable, adapted
environment to suit the local population’s ‘cultural specificity’, and we also highlighted
a certain amount of intransigence on their part for the grassroots evolution of the
dwellings (see Chapter 2.3 - habitat évolutif).

Marion von Osten underlines the

occasionally cynical, manipulative nature of urban intervention:
The tension between the formal and the informal city … has existed since the
very beginning of the modern project of urbanism as a profession of townmaking, which introduced a split between expert knowledge and common
knowledge … As spatial organisation and urban planning served to strategically
control and mobilise a population, and appropriate its territory, so too did it
claim to shelter this same population and create better housing.
von Osten, 2010 p.22
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She also speaks of how the relationship between the coloniser and the colonised has
always been structured by “transcultural appropriations of the colonial past, may they be
formal or informal, major or minor” (von Osten, 2010 p.21).
If we are to apply AlSayyad and von Osten’s statements to the area of our case-study, it
is clear that the inhabitant’s attitudes towards their dwelling fit into the greater picture
of a colonial power seeking to ‘mobilise’ populations and – especially – the ways in
which the inhabitants, when confronted with a divergent cultural interpretation of how
one ought to live, took matters into their own hands and remedied the situation through
the informal channel of change. That is, inhabitants of Hay Mohammadi have
appropriated the neighbourhood in order to, in turn, appropriate the colonial past.
Privacy and the Islamic city
Morocco is a country intimately linked to Islamic faith, and religion is omnipresent in
daily activities and people’s life choices. If we are to acknowledge its strength, we must
enquire as to its potential to influence a person’s attitudes in relation to their housing.
Much literature has documented the topic of Islamic cities, and the role of religion in
shaping them. Most notably, Mortada (2003) provides a comprehensive review of the
principles that governed the establishment of traditional Islamic cities (Ünlü Yücesoy,
2004). Abu-Lughod proposes an analytical model of the bases of Islamic cities in her
paper, starting with the question: “out of what forces were the prototypical Islamic cities
created?” (Abu-Lughod, 1987 p.162). After having methodically discredited earlier
Orientalist writings on the topic, she argues that three important Islamic elements “set in
motion the processes that give rise to Islamic cities” (Abu-Lughod, 1987 p.172). The
first was a juridical and spatial class distinction by neighbourhoods, which lead to a
spatial segregation of the classes; second was the concept of gender segregation with its
underlying rules on women’s behaviour; and third, a system of property laws that
effectively dispensed the state from intervention in land affairs, “[leaving] to the
litigation of neighbours the detailed adjudication of mutual rights over space and use”
(Abu-Lughod, 1987 p.172).
The first element is one we have already pointed out Chapter 2, when looking at spatial
segregation policies of the colonialist era. The third factor, of a regulatory, politicalinstitutional nature, will be dealt with in a later chapter. But the element of most interest
to us from Abu-Lughod’s analytical model is the one that addresses gender segregation:
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The creation of male and female turf is perhaps the most important element of
the structure of the city which contributed to Islam … The object was not only
to prevent physical contact but to protect visual privacy. Line-of-sight distance,
rather than physical distance, was the object of urban design. Thus, Islamic law
regulated the placement of windows, the heights of adjacent buildings and the
mutual responsibilities of neighbours toward one another so as to guard visual
privacy. Architecture assisted this process … Women could see men but men
could not see women, except those in certain relationships with them.
Abu-Lughod (1987 p.167)

We cannot overstate the impact of this particular duty of Islamic faith. The necessity to
preserve privacy and to guarantee intimacy has been a particularly palpable factor of the
function and form of Islamic architecture for thousands of years and “is perhaps the
most significant social characteristic of Islamic culture” (Al-Heimaidi, 2001 p.186). In
any Arabic city, we observe winding, dead-end, complex urban structures of the old
medinas, and minimalist façades with high walls, no windows, giving no clue of what
lies against the other side (Akbar, 1993). Hay Mohammadi is no exception, despite the
historical context in which it was built. This can be seen from the cité horizontale, for
instance: the absence of windows and simplicity of the walls were maybe aimed at
reducing cost, but they were also designed as such to make the dwellings suitable to the
Muslim populations. For an insight into privacy concerns in the globalised Islamic city,
see Al-Hemaidi’s (2001) case-study of Riyadh.
Intimacy issues and resulting spatial organisations
The condition of intimacy is not one of personal taste – it is a religious imperative, and
one over which inhabitants remain attached to, to this day (Adam, 1968 p.111). The
dissipation of faith, as predicted by CIAM, never did occur in the end (See Chapter 2.3,
dwellings for the greatest number). For instance, the following account, told by Mounir,
tells us of his experience of moving into an apartment block that had originally been
built for French civil servants and whose design was consequently European:
Mounir: “When we, Muslims, arrived into these apartments in Cité des Jeunes,
we were faced with an open space, without any separation. In our culture, it is
not morally accepted for the bed to be exposed to all comings-and-goings. The
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bedroom, the place of intimacy, is hoarma [sacred, intimate, private] and must
remain closed … That is why I was obliged to isolate, to create a closed space. I
had to transform it due to my obligations, my customs. To make it correspond
to my culture. There is the common, and then there is the private. This
repartition was indispensible to me.”
The strength of his words shows how important a private space was to him when he
arrived into this ill-adapted environment. The statement also makes clear that not only
does there need to be a private enclosure at dwelling scale, but there also exists a
varying hierarchy of openness of rooms within the dwelling – reminiscent of our section
on non-nuclear households and the need to find solutions for one’s privacy when many
people live in one same residential unit.
So, the dwelling is inward-looking because of privacy needs. This has consequences for
its spatial organisation and that of the neighbourhood, street, or apartment block. Any
transformation work that is to be done on the built environment must respect
inhabitant’s privacy concerns. We now understand AlSayyad’s choice of words in his
aforementioned quote: “tradition is based on valuing constraint” (AlSayyad, 2010 p.77,
emphasis added). An inhabitant’s scope for change is conditioned by the dwelling’s
design, but also the norms of society.
There are multiple knock-on effects of the intimacy component of the Islamic home –
and let us remember that this is merely one of three major elements of the city’s
conception! This is due to the fact that people’s ‘mode of living’, as elaborated by
Navez-Bouchanine (1994a, 1997) is influenced by the social norms around them, and by
their own aspirations, notably privacy concerns. A particular type of spatial organisation
will naturally appear out of the balance created from all of the diverse actors and factors
involved in living in the city. In the traditional Arabic-Muslim city, this takes the form
of a “public/private space dichotomy” (Sadiqi & Ennaji, 2006; Newcomb, 2006; AbuLughod, 1987; Cohen & Eleb, 2002). Casablancan society is in constant evolution, and
as a result so is its ‘mode of living’. (see Navez-Bouchanine, 1994). But when a major
change is brought forward (say, colonialism and modernist housing provision) this can
have a cataclysmic effect. El Mahfoud & Hamam (2011) say that the mass housing
projects of the Protectorate broke strongly with the traditional mode of living, despite
their patio form. The new housing provision, with its excessive “exteriorisation of
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activities of the home” (El Mahfoud & Hamam 2011 p.) meant that inhabitants needed
to deploy measures to counter the vision imposed by dwellings for the greatest number.
The following interview extract illustrates this necessity:
Interviewer: “In the beginning, why did you change the patio?”
Dounia: “Oh, it was [because of the] dust, the noise, and the sun that got in.
And if someone looked through a window they would see you. All the
neighbours could see. All the neighbours could look at each other.”
Dounia was one of our oldest interviewees and has been living in the Nid d’abeille since
its construction (or almost). Unfortunately, she was the only primary source capable of
corroborating our claim that the buildings weren’t traditional enough with respect to the
levels of privacy they afforded. What is more, the privacy aspect only comes secondary
to the structural issues with the dwelling (noise, heat and dust). All other interviewees
had either not arrived into the neighbourhood yet, or did not recollect having privacy
concerns. For instance:
Kamal: “There were no transformations. Before, in my childhood years? No.
Because parents only had one, two or three children, so there was no need to
transform.”
Yet from our field observations, we were able to show that most adjustments, whatever
they may be, also involved a voluntary blockage of openings, either as a direct or
indirect consequence of the initial construction. For example, in the case of the Nid
d’abeille building: when work was done to add an extra level at the expense of the
patio, it could well be that privacy concerns were not an issue. But in such a case, why
build so few openings into the newly constructed façade? It could be argued that
intimacy and privacy concerns are truly built into the population’s culture – so much so
that they take these concerns for granted. Both scholarly articles and photographic
evidence point to a major role of privacy in shaping Moroccan dwellings.
Coda
Many of our interviews highlighted the fact that most inhabitants of Nid d’abeille and
Sémiramis were unaware of the architectural uniqueness of their housing – in any case,
there is little comfort in knowing that one’s apartment block made the front page of an
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international magazine if one’s apartment is too small to fit a growing family. Some
residents had been made aware of its notoriety through the presence of numerous field
researches – this author’s included. During our work, we were struck by the cultural
divide that must have existed between the architects and the dwellers at the time of
construction: architects, trying to understand indigenous housing practices; migrants,
trying to get to grips with a whole new mode of living. In a slightly comical remark, an
interviewee strikes a chord:
Kamal: “In the past, when I was still only ten years old, the whole building was
still in its original form. I would go out and there, in front of me, was just
empty!” 8
Kamal finishes his sentence with a hint of amazement in his voice: why would
architects ever want to build emptiness into a building? If only Candilis, Bodiansky and
Woods were still here to explain their radical, innovative concept of modern, elevated
patios acting as the centre of household activities…
This perception is not isolated – one other interviewee qualifies the patio with similar
words:
Interviewer: “Originally, there was a large terrace in the Nid d’abeille.”
Amine: “Yes – the empty space, for rooms to be built when the time comes”.

The public/private space dichotomy
Let us continue with two further quotes from our interviews that highlight some of the
downsides of the spatial order. They are mentioned when speaking of public waste (with
Mounir) and building maintenance issues (with Assam). Both interviewees deplore the
lack of collective action 9 to remedy the problem:
Mounir: “The logic is simply in the spirit of property. This means that, from the
door to the interior belongs to me, it’s my own domain. But the exterior, it isn’t
mine. That’s for the local authorities. There is no notion that, me and my
8

Translated from French: “Je sors, et il y a juste le vide!” The word ‘vide’ also translates as void,
vacuum, gap.
9
Or even collective efficacy ? See Chapter 4.2, efficacy theory.
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neighbourhood,

we

will

improve

the

neighbourhood

together.”

***

Assam: “I have given up trying to convince the neighbours to contribute in the
maintenance of our building … Painting the façade; bringing light to the
staircases so that we can see at night-time; blocking leaks in shared spaces … I
was living in [a European country], where there is a culture of ‘everyone’, and
not a culture of ‘myself’ … For my neighbours, the only important thing is the
inside of their apartments.”
The extremely formal way in which social space is divided, segmented to various actors
has the knock-on effect of distancing individuals from a sense of common
responsibility. Mounir underlines his problems with waste disposal practices – an issue
that was studied by Navez-Bouchanine (1993) and found to be characteristic of the
general dichotomised behaviour in the urban setting.
Returning to our discussions on the interior/exterior distinction and the public/private
space dichotomy, we have demonstrated that it occupies a predominant place in
Moroccan society. Its origins are related to Islamic faith, and most importantly to the
religious obligations of society towards women, and vice-versa, women towards
society. The following table, elaborated from Sadiqi & Ennaji (2006), synthesises the
underlying principles behind the dichotomy. Let us mention that this is a separation
associated with the most traditional of spatial paradigms, and one that is being
deconstructed by multiple societal forces which will be explained below.
PUBLIC SPACE

PRIVATE SPACE

male

female

dominant

dominated

economy

family

Hermean space

Hestian space
Table 1

Public space, associated with masculinity, politics and expression is called after the
Greek god of communication, Hermes. Private space, feminine, is associated with
Hestia, the Greek goddess of the home, and it is said that peace and the chores of
everyday life characterise this space. Despite the dangers associated with such a
simplistic categorisation of space, we can nonetheless identify the bases for the above84
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mentioned rigidity of segmentation of social space, based on the behaviour of mutual
exclusion: women will rarely loiter on the street; men are seldom seen in the kitchen.
“This view of space is in accordance with the Arab-Muslim patriarchy, which is based
on strict gender-based dichotomy”, explain Sadiqi & Ennaji (2006 p.88).
So what should we make of this dichotomy in modern day Morocco? Does it still hold
in a society that seeks to be egalitarian, thus giving women equal rights and access to
social space?
Gender issues
Despite its rapprochement toward a Westernised lifestyle, and having undergone
substantial democratic reforms in previous decades, the country remains rooted in a
culture of traditional Islam, visible at all levels of society, including all age groups.
Nevertheless, in recent years this has been a matter of great debate within Morocco, as
the nation seeks to find a balance between progressive attitudes, associated with the
openness of the liberal West, and traditional beliefs, associated with the long-standing
cultural identity of a nation one thousand years old. The debate is far-reaching (political,
social, clerical) and one can feel it is a very topical issue even as one walks passively
down the streets of Casablanca – it touches on matters so deep in the national psyche
that everyone is affected by it, and its lack of maturity means that objectivity and
detachment are hard to come by.
A brief explanation: traditional Islamic teachings call for strict limitations over
women’s presence, and participation, in open society; this is something that reformists
have disputed, buoyed on by the accession of Morocco into the ‘free place’ of a
globalised world; calls for gender equality have, indeed, led to certain liberties being
granted to women, most notably through the 2004 Family reforms which grant women
rights of employment and basic gender equality at a judicial level. This, however, is
only one step forward in a context of extreme gender bias where, among other things,
polygamy is written into law, and men are believed to occupy the moral high-ground in
any dispute (Sadiqi & Ennaji, 2006). Despite its complexities, the debate surrounding
the place of women in the urban setting is of particular relevance to our research. Deep
changes in such an embedded cultural trait (gendered social hierarchy) will have
consequences for the spatial order of the neighbourhood.
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Coping methods
These past few years (although one would like to measure progress on a monthly basis)
the evolution has gone in the direction of increased levels of freedom for women.
However, the on-going nature of social transformation in Morocco has brought about
divergent opinions on women’s rights, and varying degrees of embracement of the new
state of affairs. The grey area is substantial when exploring the issue on the ground, and
throughout our field-work and field observation, we were repeatedly faced with this
issue: what place for women in the spatial order of the modern urban setting? For if the
city is built on the foundations of society, culture and identity, this also means that any
innocuous street, any hallway, any café has the potential to become a place of
negotiation and of conflict. In the words of Rachel Newcomb (2006 p.288) “I noticed
that arguments over how women should occupy particular social spaces often prompted
discussions over the appropriate place of women in Moroccan society at large”. It seems
that social-public spaces in Moroccan cities are becoming a front for the negotiation of
the validity of either a traditionalist, or a liberal social order. Newcomb continues:
Urban spaces offer an opportunity to examine how discourses of modernity are
accepted, contested, or transformed by their users … [women’s] everyday
practices illustrate how users appropriate social space, articulate conflicts, and
respond to ideologies in locally meaningful ways.
Newcomb, 2006 p.289

She specifies a particular scale here: locally meaningful ways of appropriating social
space through one’s everyday practices. The act of having a ‘progressive’ demeanour
whilst carrying out daily activities close to the home will send out a signal – whether
passive or intended – of a woman’s stance on such a thorny issue. Understandably,
women can be reluctant to being subjected to categorisation, which not only depends on
their behaviour but the local conditions of their place of activity: walking down a street
alone in Hay Mohammadi wearing fashionable clothes will not be received the same
way as on a trendy shopping street in the heart of the city centre. “Public spaces contain
conflicting resonances, encouraging women to be both visible and invisible,
simultaneously active in the public realm yet out of reach” (Newcomb, 2006 p.296). To
deal with these conflicting resonances, they must find ways to “resist and transcend
ideologies” (Newcomb, 2006 p.289). This, of course, includes staying away from public
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space, and retreat to the relative shelter of the home. But the public/private dichotomy is
not static, especially now that Morocco is experiencing socioeconomic transformations.
“There is both a continuum and a dialectic relationship between the public and private
spaces, giving rise to a number of intermediate spaces” (Sadiqi & Ennaji, 2006 p.93).
Indeed, we speak here of space that is “neither public nor private, but often
simultaneously both” (Newcomb, 2006 p.296). As society evolves and the social
boundaries of action are in constant metamorphosis, so too does the distinction between
activity in the private social sphere and activity in the public social sphere, as all
members seek to transcend this sharp, dichotomous social boundary … one can see
how, with time, it can permeate into the built environment, leading to a blurred physical
demarcation between the public realm of the street and the private space of the home.
Regretfully for the observer, recent changes in behaviour will be hard to catch sight of
due to the fact that it is a thin layer over a well-established, pre-existing coping method
that was not properly addressed by Saddiqi & Ennaji or Newcomb, but exists in all
urban settings in Morocco (and any other setting that involves propinquity of living).
This coping method – if we may permit ourselves a paradox – is itself rooted into the
same tradition that constructed intimacy reflexes and a dichotomised space. To explain
this, we must, however, leave the abstracted world of sociologists and anthropologists,
and return to the familiar setting of geographical analysis.
Back to Geography
Previous sections have looked at embedded cultural characteristics of life in the
Moroccan city. Whilst the relevance of these explanations is undisputable, they do have
the weakness of being afforded a great level of abstraction, relating almost entirely to
space in its social sense. As such, the explanations belong more to the discipline of
sociology. It is time, we would argue, to relate these cultural characteristics to the more
tangible physical space, to provide geographical explanations as to how these
characteristics are translated into the urban setting of Hay Mohammadi.
Naturally, ‘social-space’ (space in its social dimension) is one driving force behind the
recursive articulation of everyday ‘physical-space’ (space in its physical dimension),
and it is from this perspective that we see the public/private space dichotomy as
essential in our understanding of the shaping of the Moroccan city. To be sure, the
dichotomy is indeed visible in the physical world, but even the most superficial of
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observations can show that inhabitants have, in reality, built a progressive transition
between the boundaries of private and public spaces. We have already alluded to this in
Chapter 4.2 with our explanations of the hierarchical composition of traditional streets
and of households. There is a self-declared objective by the inhabitants to soften the
sharp distinction between private and public: everyday life is far more convenient
without such a radical distinction.
Limitrophe space
The slightly paradoxical term ‘semi-public/semi-private space’ underlines the fact that,
at times, space can be neither public, nor private, but both at the same time (NavezBouchanine 1990, p.158). Space, in other words, is caught in a type of Schrödinger’s
paradox, in constant redefinition and unable to distinguish itself objectively from the
private domain on one side, and the public realm on the other. And because different
social norms apply to different types of space, there is a resulting grey-area in terms of
how inhabitants can use these hybrid environments.
Semi-public/semi-private space, also referred to interchangeably as intermediate space
and limitrophe space, is the end-product, the final picture of the cultural appropriation
processes that we have spoken of in previous pages. Regretfully, it is also a topic whose
attributes can only partially be illustrated in the context of Hay Mohammadi, for the
simple reason that the physical characteristics of the neighbourhood are so constraining
that inhabitants were unable to exert outright appropriation processes – although some
exceptions will, however, be documented. This is something that Navez-Bouchanine
(1990, p.158) posits in her truly remarkable article on limitrophe space in urban
Morocco: “the traditional habitat of Moroccan cities is marked by the existence of a
slow progression from a private space to a public one”, which corresponds to our abovementioned remarks. However, she adds that “new neighbourhoods, on the other hand,
diverge from this model.” Indeed, both the lack of consideration and lack of flexibility
at planning stage mean that entire neighbourhoods were built without taking into
account the necessary inclusion of intermediate space into the built environment. This is
particularly evident in ‘collective housing’ typologies (vertical apartment blocks like the
Nid d’abeille or Sémiramis):
[In collective housing,] the transition with the outside is rapid, even brutal. Not
in relation to an exterior street, but to this ‘interior street’, the gallery or
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stairway. This is perceived as a space of passage, and is difficult to appropriate
by inhabitants.
Navez-Bouchanine, 1990 p.139

But first, let us briefly introduce the concept of appropriation of space by inhabitants.
Although Navez-Bouchanine does not qualify them as such, appropriation strategies can
be seen as coping methods, ways of dealing with the imperatives of (modern) Islamic
city life as explained in previous sections.
Limitrophe space is not a homogenous, generic type of space which takes the same
shape regardless of the surroundings. On the contrary, it is a space that is inherently
linked to its context: to the home and household that it borders, and to the street and
public life that it inhabits. Navez-Bouchanine (1990) distinguishes between several
types of neighbourhoods where appropriations of space can occur (medina, economical,
collective). But all, in essence, are united by the same pattern:

taming the

interior/exterior relationship to ameliorate living conditions. There are two types of
appropriation, Navez-Bouchanine (1990) explains, and although they are far from being
mutually exclusive, they have contrasting characteristics.
Transient appropriation
The first concerns the expansion of domestic affairs outside of the dwelling. This
includes domestic chores like cleaning and maintenance; women resting and socialising;
children playing. It is a spill-over of the household’s day-to-day activities out beyond
the threshold. It is natural, and almost has logics worthy of Archimedes’ principle: such
is the small, cramped size of the home that household life will inevitably spill out onto
the adjoining intermediate space. Here lies the first (of many) paradoxes to govern
intermediate space: women and children are sometimes seen to act as if no invisibility
constraints existed at all, when in reality, nothing is left to chance by the dwellers, who
are inherently conscious of the ‘social sense’ of their activities (Navez-Bouchanine,
1990 p.156) and their positions with regard to societal obligations (religion, gender,
etc.). The spill-over activities are more-or-less intense, regular and visible depending on
the setting – but no traces of permanent appropriation exist. It is a temporary use of
space, transitory, with little evidence of outright claim to it.
We can relate to the Dutch context with this phenomenon: one finds that many
inhabitants in the Netherlands and specifically in Zuilen (this author’s place of
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residence) where neighbours are prone to sitting and relaxing on the street outside of
their home, especially when the weather is clement. To fit this purpose, private benches
or seats have been permanently installed in front of the homes – footnote some of them
entirely symbolic, but we will come back to this. Meanwhile, from circumstantial
observations, members of the Moroccan community living in these same
neighbourhoods have likewise taken to enjoy a moment in the sun – but to the
difference to their neighbours, the seating arrangements are immediately taken away
once the activity has ended.
This anecdote in no way wishes to establish a cultural backing to the transient nature of
seating arrangements of Moroccans in Zuilen... Its role is merely to illustrate that this
behaviour is equivalent to proven observations (e.g.: Navez-Bouchanine 1990 p.142) in
Moroccan cities. As said previously, this particular type of appropriation phenomenon
unfortunately has limited applicability in Hay Mohammadi. The only worthy
observation is of children playing on the walkway outside of apartments in the Nid
d’abeille. By definition, this type of appropriation can only be observed when it is being
carried out – and it can only take place in areas relatively sheltered from the gaze of
unsuspecting passers-by. Privacy obligations ought to come to mind here.
But there is an extra dimension to limitrophe appropriation. Let us imagine a theoretical,
‘perfect’ limitrophe space: it would lie beyond the house, beyond the street, be distinct
from male territory, and possess characteristics that permit women’s observance of
hoarma. In essence, it is an ambiguous space possessing the same social norms as those
of domestic space. So, for the space to be unmistakably semi-private, its physical
properties would have to be very specific so as to be devoid of intermediary ambiguity.
Or, to be more precise, for its public/private ambiguity to be undisputable!
Issues
In reality, the transient appropriations of these spaces are often the result of inhabitant’s
interpretation, simply because appropriation of space is a ‘conscious decision’ (see
above) that determines how ambiguous space really is, in the users’ view.
Seeing as the spatial dichotomy means that unambiguously public space does not
‘belong’ to women, and they cannot be seen to claim it, they will seek to find spaces
riddled with ambiguity to carry out their daily activities. But their aim is borne out of a
practical necessity, so this interpretation inevitably gains flexibility.
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Front of Sémiramis: openings have been blocked
Figure 28

Territorial appropriation of Sémiramis
Figure 29

The front of Nid d’abeille showing the original walkway openings (green) and territorial appropriation (red)
Figure 30

Aesthetics or territoriality? Tiling in Cité des Jeunes
Figure 31
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‘Appropriation of the air’ in Hay Hassani
Figure 26
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The (disputed) progressive transition between public and private in multi-storey dwellings:
The example of Sémiramis
Figure 33

Aesthetic differention in Nid d’abeille
Figure 27

Transient appropriation: domestic tasks beyond the
threshold
Figure 35
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Simply put, this means that in our observations in Cité des Jeunes, women were often
seen to appropriate space in settings where one would not have expected for them to do
so, and where sensu stricto it contravened their religious/societal obligations. For
instance, transient appropriation was observed in walkways, in the Cité des Jeunes
apartments: this was mostly in the evenings when traffic was low and women could sit
and talk unhindered by the comings-and-goings of neighbours and visitors. However, on
one occasion we observed the scene illustrated in Figure 35. In the foreground, a woman
is preparing a cooking apparatus, and we can also see that in the background, her
neighbours have installed chairs, a table and an umbrella.
Two uncertainties appear from these findings. How can we explain our observations?
The first explanation, quite radical, essentially challenges the established literature on
the imperatives of Islam and the strength of the spatial dichotomy. We could argue that
these customs are not applied as rigorously as research says – how else would a
researcher come face-to-face so easily with domestic activities? This can be attributed to
the modernisation and opening up of society (as posited by Al-Hemaidi, 2001), although
we do not warm to this conclusion as it does not fit in well with the populations in
question who are very attached to tradition and remain unaffected by the Westernisation
process observed in many other parts of Casablanca. The second hypothesis relates to
methodology, and suggests that our observational skills were deficient and did not
enable us to detect our penetration from public into limitrophe space, or that we did not
notice that we had been assimilated into this space.
To be sure, the passage is subtle and lacking any instantly recognisable attribute.
Instead, it is filled with minute social or physical markers that warn the trained eye that
this is not public space anymore. We could, therefore, blame the relative ignorance of
an inquisitive Western observer making his first steps in an unfamiliar environment.
Despite these uncertainties, we must emphasize that transient appropriation processes
seldom take place without the second, accompanying form of appropriation, which has
exclusively territorial properties. Navez-Bouchanine (1990), whose model we are
essentially using, does stress the importance of distinguishing between both types of
appropriation, but she also mentions that they often go hand-in-hand. This is confirmed
in her empirical findings.
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All in all, the uncertainties that have appeared in our discussions of transient
appropriation are most likely due to their rareness and improbable cohabitation with the
norms and values explained throughout this chapter. As such, situations such as the one
illustrated in Figure 35 ought to be considered as exceptional, but would deserve more
attention in further research.
Territorial appropriation
The second type of appropriation identified by Navez-Bouchanine is reassuringly
unambiguous and truly present in the cité verticale and its immediate surroundings. In
fact, some particularly striking examples are present in Hay Mohammadi, and we could
argue that they go very far in illustrating inhabitant’s adjustment strategies. In a type she
names “protection of the dwelling” Navez-Bouchanine (1990 p.143) documents the
sustained effort of inhabitants to slowly appropriate limitrophe space as their own.
Unlike the first type, which was synonymous with activity, this type is characterised by
territory and the marking of space as one’s own. In effect, this is the appropriation per
se, with the previous type acting as a complementary, accelerating factor of structural
change to the environment’s morphology (this confirms our comments on the fact that
transient appropriation by itself is unlikely). Territorial appropriation, in the form
described by Navez-Bouchanine, is “characterised by limited uses … and an important
development of material marks of appropriation”. It is a process that starts as the
“nibbling of the space” by, say, planting shrubs or herbs. This is followed by quick
fencing, to protect whatever is growing on the ground. This acts as a physical obstacle,
around which passers-by must move. It preserves the visual, phonic and social intimacy
of the household: people are farther removed from windows and openings, source of
possible transgression into the privacy of the household. With these discrete, yet
behaviour-changing barriers on the ground, the approach of openings becomes an
intentional act, never fortuitous. If the authorities show no signs of objection, the
shrubberies will then be transformed into a garden, with higher, durable fencing (NavezBouchanine, 1990 p.144).
Little by little, this area legitimises itself, and ends up consolidated into the existing
structure, resulting in total annexation from a new outer threshold, inwards (as opposed
to conventional extension that would go from the existing threshold, outwards). This
was carried out to spectacular effect on the Nid d’abeille and Sémiramis buildings, as
can be seen from the photographic evidence (Figures 29 and 30).
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All appropriations are now at an advanced stage – although we will refrain from using
the term ‘completed’ as the extra space is likely to be remodelled and upgraded as time
goes by. We can see this by comparing neighbouring configurations in Sémiramis
(Figure 29) which vary from the most basic of fencing to the adjacent veranda-like room
built out of concrete. Note the uniformity of the outer concrete low-wall which predates
the residents’ organisation of the appropriated space. Navez-Bouchanine remarks:
What is remarkable is the relatively legitimate status that all the inhabitants
see in these appropriations, even if they haven’t been able to benefit from it
themselves … and even though some inhabitants might envy their neighbours
on the ground floor.
Navez-Bouchanine, 1990 p.148

She also remarks that the territorial “appropriation of the air” is also quite frequent, and
involves extending windows outwards much in same manner as shrubberies on the
ground. Figure 32 illustrates this process in the neighbourhood of Hay Hassani, the
case-study of Kurzbein (2011) whose dwelling typologies are similar to those of the
eight-by-eight grid.
A further observed practice, one which is not limited to the ground floor and not
documented by Navez-Bouchanine despite its obvious similarities to our previous
example, takes place at the end of walkways on the higher levels: as can be seen from
the photograph below, most inhabitants have appropriated the end of the walkway into
their private space. The extension, sometimes, is total, with the front door (complete
with ringing bell and doormat) now facing perpendicular to the old dwelling threshold,
and through which we penetrate straight into the home’s (extended) living area. Other
households have limited the appropriation to an outer door, but the other side, despite
now being private, continues to act a corridor, exposed to the elements. One
interviewee, when asked about how she felt about her neighbour’s annexation of the end
of the corridor, simply stated:
Amina: “it is their right, they are just lucky to be the ones living at the end of
the walkway”.
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All three of the documented appropriation processes (ground level nibbling, window
protrusion, end-of-walkway closure) are manifest of inhabitants’ coping strategies with
an environment that lacked any provision for the smooth transition from public to
private.
Some authors (notably Capannini, 2005) do, however, dispute this, stating that the
verticality of apartment blocks mean that the walkways and staircases are not entirely
public, thus increasing its privacy potential for residents (see Figure 33).
We could argue that this logic is flawed, because the diminished public sense of a space
does not necessarily increase its sense of privacy; it must also be detached from places
of passage, away from the stream of people who come and go. A walkway or staircase,
consequently, does not qualify as a place of public/private ambiguity; it qualifies as a
place of passage. But as always, one could counter-argue that this is determined by
volume of passage, by the flow of people in these passage-ways, as was observed in
Cité des Jeunes in the evenings.
In that same apartment block, we observed similar material appropriation processes to
those seen in Hay Mohammadi, but at a lesser degree – the space is not (yet) withdrawn
from public access, but has clearly been marked. (Figure 31). Tiles and pot plants were
put down and act as an aesthetic feature of differentiation, but also as an implicit sign of
property. If the intermediate space’s evolution were to follow the same course as in the
Sémiramis building, we could possibly see it being totally privatised within a few years,
although this is unlikely, considering the high socio-economic context of these
dwellings and the fact that outright appropriation would be frowned upon by the
community 10. The social dimension of aesthetic differentiation – such as having a
customised door/entrance, as illustrated in Figure 34 – is yet another factor of
importance for our understanding of appropriation processes, and one discussed by
social anthropologist Poussot in her forthcoming dissertation. Aesthetics seem to act as
a means to an end: either the appropriation of space, as discussed; or the displaying of a
high social status to one’s neighbours.

10

This is an issue discussed in Chapter 4.5 - Barriers to change.
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The Makhzen
There is one final, yet crucial concept that we wish to put forward in this section, which,
incidentally, also originates from Navez-Bouchanine’s ground-breaking writings on
urban spaces in Morocco. It relates to the public dimension of limitrophe space, i.e.: the
exact same space we have considered in previous pages, but from the other angle:
public space. We have demonstrated that there is a clearly established, at times
paradoxical, hybridity in this space, yet most illustrations above were of its domesticity
(relation to the home, private actor intervention).
This alternative angle relates, in essence, to the place that authorities are to occupy in
the limitrophe space. And it is, once again, riddled with paradoxes and complex
citizen/state power relations. Broadly speaking, Navez-Bouchanine (1990 p.151) speaks
of “extreme links of dependence that characterise the relationship between population
and authority”, while at the same time, we have observed a general ‘laissez-faire’
attitude on the part of the authorities, and a remarkable resourcefulness on the part of
the population. This dependence has historical, socio-political origins and is embedded
in the Makhzen, name given to the political and business elite that governed Morocco
prior to the Protectorate.
The Makhzen is the name given to the central power, and to its
representatives. In the popular classes, it evokes images of power, of
repression, and extremely strong control: there can be widespread confusion
between Makhzen and other power instances.
Navez-Bouchanine, 1990 p.151

In today’s Morocco, she says that the Makhzen has disbanded and made way to a
decentralised, and democratised decision-making process, but this issue is contentious,
especially in light of the Arab Spring of 2011, where many Moroccans united under the
‘20th February Movement’ have repeatedly denounced the Makhzen and its grip on
power (see Hibou, 2011 and Cheriet, 2011), leading us to believe that this elite
continues to be a major presence in the socio-political landscape of Morocco. This
cannot be verified and any judgment on our part would most likely be controversial, and
would be disputed.
Leaving this debate aside, it could be argued that (at the very least) a palimpsest remains
of this centralised political decision-making machine. There is a popular conception that
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the State is one homogenous entity overlooking the people, and this is well and truly
embedded into much of our interviewee’s discourse.
We were introduced to this concept during our fieldwork, when we had to ask an
interviewee to explain the word ‘mac-zen’, unknown to us:
Boutaina: “Nowadays, if you want to transform anything in your house,
anything, you have to go to the Makhzen, and tell them what you want to
change … You have to go to the borough and legalise, pay money, and the
Mqueddem will come to you and you pay him too.”
Interviewer: “Where must you go first?”
Boutaina: “To the Makhzen, that is the authorities. The supreme authority.”
As can be seen from this statement, and what Boutaina eventually said, was that an
authorisation was needed at the borough and from the Mqueddem (a type of locallyelected representative). But she chose nonetheless to use the word ‘Makhzen’ first, in
order to increase the impact of her statement. If we are to follow Navez-Bouchanine’s
argumentation, we would attribute Boutaina’s choice of words to the fact that she first
pictured a channel of contact between herself and a higher political instance (the
Makhzen), after which only she identified the specifics of the process (the borough, the
Mqueddem, the bribes).
The consequence of these power relations, which are analysed in Kurzbein (2011) is
that there are conflicting ideas as to what role the State ought to have in the daily life of
the people. Unlike, say, in The Netherlands, where state intervention is rigorously
organised, controlled and segmented into various fields of responsibility (safety, utility
provision, sanitation, waste …) the popular conception is that one greater entity,
notionally referred to as the Makhzen, is the centralised agent for urban management.
There are a lot of complaints with regard to the deficiencies to the state’s attention in
Hay Mohammadi. Simultaneously, we can identify a certain resignation that the state
will never adequately provide for its habitants “because here in Hay Mohammadi, we
are treated as inferior people”.
So, State intervention levels are used as a social positioning indicator by inhabitants:
low levels of state involvement, as is observed in Hay Mohammadi, is synonymous with
low consideration of its people. The latter have a “clear idea of the areas of
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responsibility of authority in their limitrophe space… urban management, maintenance”
(NB p.2top) where the rule of minimal attention by the authorities does seem to prevail.
Navez-Bouchanine has a clairvoyant interpretation of this behaviour (naturally): she
explains that migrants who arrive in the city expect to benefit from a series of material,
socio-economic, and cultural advantages. Material advantages is equal to being
provided with a ‘completed physical urban environment’ in which electricity runs,
sanitation is provided, roads are asphalted, etc. In any case, new migrants are well aware
of what constitutes an adequate living provision, they have seen it in the rich
neighbourhoods. This situation is unnervingly similar to the Frantz Fanon passage in
Text box 2…
As soon as deficiencies in this provision are ascertained, they are directly interpreted as
“the affiliation to a poor, powerless social class forced into taking matters into their own
hands”. In other words, they feel treated like second-class citizens.
What is more, inhabitants are unwilling to transcend the socio-political action barrier to
solve issues of a collective nature, because there will inevitably be someone to oppose
this plan. “No, we shouldn’t do it, it is the Makhzen’s responsibility”, says one
respondent when we enquire about the leaks in the walkway walls of the Nid d’abeille.
We can recall the frustrations experienced by Mounir and Assam (see page 82) with
regard to the lack of collective action to face common problems. The state/people
power-relations confirm our statements relating to efficacy theory (Chapter 4.3): there is
a collective feeling of being neglected, but the perceived responsibilities of the State
towards the neighbourhood strips inhabitants from this common sense of purpose.
Consequently, if necessity comes from within, it can also be remedied from within (see
page ‘in-situ adjustments’ section) in the form of personal, proprietary adjustments
(vertical extensions, limitrophe space appropriation, etc.) but anything relating to the
space that lies undeniably beyond the semi-public/semi-private space will not be acted
upon simply because – by definition – it is outside of the personal involvement sphere.
Navez-Bouchanine (p.157) deplores this attitude embedded into citizens’ socio-political
mind-frame, emphasising that in other world contexts, collective injustice does lead to
collective action (notably in Latin America). She also argues that behaviours ought to be
transformed for the deadlock to be broken and for the betterment of society, although
nothing is said as to how this could be done.
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Conclusion
All in all, we have demonstrated that Hay Mohammadi, and indeed Casablanca, is
governed by unique norms that pertain to people’s social, cultural, political and
traditional mind-frame. We have also shown how fractured urban space can be: interior
versus exterior, public versus private, the authorities versus the people. The roots of this
fracture originate in religious customs, themselves embedded into the fundamental
design of Moroccan cities.
But at an even broader scale, we have shown that culture has a strong role in shaping the
urban environment – there are many actors and factors in the process of change, and
culture has appeared as one of the driving forces behind the metamorphosis of Hay
Mohammadi over the past decades. In the words of Al-Heimaidi (2001, p.197), the
“traditional built environment shows a spontaneous and genuine physical response to
the cultural and social requirements of its people”. We had previously demonstrated
how Écochard and his team had sought to plant the seeds of a community. Observations
have, indeed, shown that the community developed greatly and turned the
neighbourhood into a thriving cultural hub, as well as a major marketplace. But we also
showed that the buildings of cité verticale and the grids of cité horizontale did show
some deficiencies in their original design. For all of their studies of the qasbahs and
bidonville living practices, the planners had badly anticipated the autonomous, bottomup evolution of their structures. The inhabitants, meanwhile, have carried out
remarkable appropriation strategies, which we have framed as part of a population’s
‘coping methods’ to ill-suited, static urban environments.
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4.5

Barriers to change

Introduction
To be sure, transformations in the neighbourhood do not uniquely depend on the will of
the people. For all the cultural unsuitability, lack of space, or ‘theoretical in situ
adjustment potential’ (see Chapter 4.3), there are inevitably barriers that need to be
overcome for the transformation to take place. This section addresses the many issues
that users may have in adapting their dwelling. We feel it is a necessary addendum to
our research because it assembles local factors of importance that have a hugely
important role in determining the outcome of transformation processes. As a result, we
have developed a framework that is a sort of reality-check to our discussions. If we
have, in essence, decided to focus on the reasons for change in this thesis, it is
nonetheless crucial to understand their mechanisms – ‘how change works, what makes it
possible, what prevents it from taking place’ (see Chapter 1).
This contextualisation constitutes an ideal basis for the application of our thoughts to
other settings in which different economic, social and cultural realities exist. There is a
slightly contradictory nature to how the framework is built, but it can be said that it
further illustrates how, actually, transformations are based on multiple coincidences of
circumstance that have made evolution possible. The schematic representation (Figure

What prevents transformation: Barriers to change framework. Example of eight-by-eight dwelling
Figure 28
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36) illustrates this very clearly: change occurs with the absence of barriers.
As a result, we feel that this framework can act as a tool for pin-pointing the barriers to
transformation in other contexts: different neighbourhoods of Casablanca, other cities of
Morocco, and even other cities of the world. All that is needed is to compile a list of
such barriers, and to see which ones apply in various environments. That is not to say
that uninhibited transformation is universally good, a desirable feature for any city. We
merely stress the importance of understanding the mechanisms of grassroots change in
the city, and wish to stimulate debate on its possible applications to specific
environments in monitored and anticipated situations. This, we would hope, hardly
qualifies the author as a radical urban liberalist of the first degree.
Presented below are the major barriers (or absences thereof) that come into play in Hay
Mohammadi. They were inspired by the concise case-study area, but also by the greater
neighbourhood and the city as a whole, too. They are the beginnings of a list, drawn
solely to complement the main research results presented in previous chapters.
Political, institutional and regulatory
The concept of barriers to change has already been introduced in earlier parts of this
thesis. For instance, the relationship between inhabitants and the State (as explained in
the final section of Chapter 4) can have varying intensities depending on the socioeconomic status of the concerned neighbourhood. In Hay Mohammadi, many of our
interviewees were under no illusion as to the State’s involvement in their affairs: the
people were left to manage their space with little or no intervention from the State. This
is evident from the lack of maintenance to the structures, but also from the precarious
socio-economic conditions that some residents face (predominantly lack of
employment). Nonetheless, local people acknowledge that there is a satisfactory
attention to public street cleanliness, and that they have stable access to water,
electricity and sewerage systems – this is far from being the case at national level. But
all in all, a feeling of neglect does prevail. Our comparative observations of the
condition of the public realm did, indeed, show that other neighbourhoods were better
maintained (save, of course, for the bidonvilles).
There are undoubtedly many hardships to be suffered from this lack of State
involvement in everyday life. But at the same time, it is this same factor that permitted
the radical transformations in the neighbourhood’s physical morphology. The logic is
clear: in a situation where no planning permission is needed to transform a dwelling,
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coping methods will easily be activated because regulatory presence (or even regulatory
power) is simply absent from the picture. From our interviews with experts, including a
member of the Planning department of Casablanca, it transpired that the regulatory
apparatus is being deployed to the fringes of city, where sprawling neighbourhoods
appear every day, often in a clandestine fashion, further expanding the city out beyond
its reasonable limits. The services are overstretched, and it would be virtually
impossible to make out all transformation operations in the city. But this only explains
part of the picture: original transformation events, those that date back to the previous
generation, were not carried out in an officious manner, under the radar. Indeed, from
Moroccan independence in 1956 and until the early 1990s, we have found no evidence
of any regulatory authority that may have influenced the proceedings in Hay
Mohammadi and beyond (including Hay Hassani and other areas populated by the lower
classes). The Planning department, called Agence urbaine, was only created in 1984 and
has been dealing mostly with zoning issues and master-plans for the city’s development
on a broad scale. Interviews with officials there did not yield conclusive information
regarding the regulatory context that was in place during Hay Mohammadi’s
metamorphosis: vested interests and lack of specific knowledge of the issues has
rendered the interviews obsolete. Nonetheless, one official didn’t contradict our
statements that no such authority existed during the period of circa. 1956-1990.
Likewise, interviewed inhabitants unanimously declared that it was in this same time
period, lasting for approximately thirty years, that the majority of transformations were
carried out.
Interviewer: “What is your relationship with the State?”
Chaïma: “My father used to tell me that all [the authorities] wanted to establish
was two elements only: the deed and the parcel. The State would not inspect,
they would not ask questions about what you do to your house or what you put
in it.
Interviewer: “So, your father transformed, but no-one came?”
Chaïma: “No, no-one came to inspect. No-one cared about the transformations.
Another interview reveals the lack of formalities involved with moving into a new home
at the time:
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Youssef: “In previous years, everything was permitted. All you had to do was
give some money. To settle into [Nid d’abeille], all you needed to do was buy
the key for [30 or 40 euros] from the owner, and go to the Mqueddem to signal
your presence there.”
Other residents of Nid d’abeille found it even easier to establish themselves in the
apartments. During one extraordinary story, we are told by Fatima (who is Assam’s
mother and neighbour) that she has lived in her current dwelling for five decades.
Before that, she had been living in the tough conditions of the Carrières Centrales
bidonville with her mother and father. The latter had found a job as a concierge in the
Nid d’abeille. One evening, as he walked home from work, he found a key in the square
next to the building. He picked it up and tried it on all of the doors. One of them opened.
By the next day, husband and wife had moved into their new home.
Dounia also recollects how her current home was acquired by her parents, who were
also bidonville dwellers prior to arriving in Hay Mohammadi. They had been allocated a
patio house in the eight-by-eight grid, but Dounia’s mother felt uneasy about the living
conditions there.
“She was scared of robbers, who sometimes roamed the streets. They could
easily hop over the wall and steal things … [describes dwelling design: singlestorey with patio] … So she asked my father to find a better place to live.”
She then describes the quest of her father as he tried to find a better home. He visited
Nid d’abeille, and found that some of the apartments looked abandoned, which did not
necessarily mean they were vacant. The only clear sign of vacancy, Dounia tells us, was
if the living room was devoid of a carpet. The extreme poverty of the population at the
time meant that some had little or no material possessions – but a carpet was the
undeniable sign of occupation.
There are many more accounts similar to those of Dounia, Youssef and Chaïma. What
they point out is the freedom that people experienced in a neighbourhood where land
laws were non-existent. Although the exact timing and chronology of the abovementioned events remains unclear, we suspect that they occurred in the immediate years
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following independence, when the country’s political-institutional system was still
being redrawn after the dismantling of the French Protectorate. The State was the
effective owner of these buildings, having constructed them as part of a social housing
initiative. One interviewee spoke of army veterans getting allocated dwellings in
Sémiramis – this could not be verified, but it is clear from the interviews that a
considerable fluidity of ownership existed in the earlier years of independence. With
time, however, reason returned to real-estate and its market: all dwellings became
occupied with stable residents and their names communicated to the Mqueddem.
Despite this, we are told by Youssef that a neighbour of his (whom we did not meet) is
the fourth resident of a dwelling that is still in the name of an occupant from the 1960s.
This is related to the fact that residents are never actually the owners of these
apartments, as they remain the property of the State. They simply ‘buy the key’ for an
indefinite period, which in some cases involves a monthly or yearly payment. What is
more, signalling every new occupant to the Mqueddem is a pretext to increasing prices.
Consequently, this particular occupant’s rent is frozen at 1960s prices. Youssef
estimates the prices at 32 dirhams (3 euro) for a two-bedroom and 46 dirhams (4,50
euro) for a three-bedroom apartment. He moved into the building in 1963.
This, in essence, is the backdrop of the regulatory landscape in effect at the time. It is,
we could argue, meagre at best, and one can imagine the relative liberty with which a
dwelling could be extended upwards (adding several levels to the eight-by-eight
dwelling) or pushed outwards (covering up the bee-hive openings in the Nid d’abeille).
The regulatory context has changed in the last decades with the establishment of the
Agence urbaine and, before that, with enforcement agencies set up locally at borough
level. Many residents tell us that in the current situation, authorisation, inspection and
expertise are necessary for any transformation event. This is confirmed by Mourad’s
painstaking effort to get permission to install a small front-garden (2m²) outside of his
house in Hay Hassani.
Seeing as enforcement cannot be carried out retrospectively, extensive transformations
carried out on the eight-by-eight grid have permeated into the zoning laws of the
neighbourhood. A single-storey environment whose morphology would probably have
stayed the same had there been regulatory mechanisms (as was the case until
independence) will now be considered as, say, a three-storey zone. Consequently, any
house that only has two stories will be allowed to extend. The same would apply to any
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territorial appropriation processes. In return for well-placed bribes, many residents are
free to consolidate territorial annexations that were started in the previous regulatory
paradigm.
We can conclude that all evidence points to a general lack of political, institutional and
regulatory barriers in the period dating from independence onwards. This has dissipated
in recent years, but the extent to which transformations took place mean that the
neighbourhood’s morphology has changed beyond recognition.
Knowledge
Knowledge and perfect information are often considered a given in research and in
models. But in reality, access to correct, timely information is not necessarily
achievable. This is especially the case in economic models. Boland (2002 p.1), an
economist, discusses the importance of knowledge in any economic decisions,
suggesting that knowledge is “a health and not a wealth”. He quotes a famous saying,
“perfect competition requires a perfect knowledge of the state of the market” (Marshall,
1920 quoted in Boland, 2002 p.2), which we can easily apply to the context of Hay
Mohammadi: if an inhabitant does not have the knowledge, or does not know how
expertise can be found to carry out transformation work, he will simply not be able to
transform. This lack of knowledge can also refer to the regulatory context: what am I
allowed to transform?
There is limited applicability of this barrier in Hay Mohammadi due to the fact that
virtually every household theoretically has a neighbour, acquaintance or friend who
could provide knowledge or information regarding transformation. Our consideration of
the role of knowledge in the transformation of the neighbourhood appeared during the
‘physical analysis’ fieldwork (see Chapter 3): architectural colleagues had noticed that
many dwellings in the eight-by-eight grid had been transformed using similar, if not
identical, methods of foundation reinforcement, wall consolidation, etc. We concluded
that in the past, there might actually have been a trade in ‘modernist extensions’:
masons with a specific set of skills that permitted the vertical extension of a very basic
concrete cube.
Money
Money, naturally, is the most obvious barrier to change and it has universal
applications: without the necessary funds, one simply cannot carry out the
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transformation. This is as valid in Hay Mohammadi as it is elsewhere. We have already
alluded to people’s poverty preventing them from moving away. The same applies for
carrying out transformations, especially in this sprawling city where construction
materials can be somewhat scarce. We are told by Mounir that a simple bag of cement
could cost up to 50 dirhams, or approximately 5 euro.
Let us briefly mention that lack of money, in some specific cases, is not necessarily a
barrier to change. All that can be missing is the raw material itself: bricks, a plank of
wood, tubs, etc. Naturally, in a monetised economy there is a price for everything; but
in some contexts, say, a bidonville, the transformation will only take place when the raw
material is available. This is equivalent to the first transformation process of Nid
d’abeille (illustrated in Figure 21). The first covering of the patio was made from
discarded materials.
Social
In our interviews, we detected several discrete references to the role that neighbours
have in preventing transformations from taking place. Neighbours, just like in The
Netherlands or any other society, tend to object to transformations that affect them (an
obstructing wall, an overlooking balcony, etc.). But beyond that, it seems that acts of
appropriation (the act of making public space one’s own) can be frowned upon by the
community in certain circumstances. For instance, in higher, better-off social classes or
when the appropriated space was truly considered as public, i.e. it was actively used by
members of the public. From our observations, we found that territorial appropriation
was far more frequent in poorer neighbourhoods, but we cannot be sure of causality in
this case: heavy appropriation may be caused by cramped living conditions and high
densities, and not by low socio-economic standing in itself.
Physical
The final element that could potentially prevent transformations in Hay Mohammadi is
that of the physical characteristics of the built environment. As described above, the
eight-by-eight grid, for instance, was a basic concrete cube whose purpose was not to
withstand the weight of several vertical extensions. The structural weakness of
Écochard’s dwelling consequently acts as a barrier to its vertical extension. We can also
think of the broader needs of a densified living environment (which, in the first place,
was already designed to be densely populated): large roads, access routes, utilities, etc.
The physical constraint is also evident in the cité verticale buildings. In the Nid
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d’abeille, the scope for change is very limited: block patio; create extra living space.
The physical structure of the building only permits this single extension event, after
which inhabitants have used up the entirety of their property’s scope for transformation.
In La tour, the original structure of the building was so constraining that virtually no
major transformation has been possible.
Naturally, inhabitants can always transform their existing interior living space but an
increase in floor space is not physically achievable.
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CHAPTER FIVE – CONCLUSION
Moroccan cities, we have discovered, are governed by unique social, cultural, political
and traditional norms. This is what makes the urban context of Hay Mohammadi so
singular and fascinating, but also uniquely indecipherable. Most of all, it is the fracture
that exists on its streets, its walkways, and in its dwellings that makes its analysis so
cumbersome, especially coming from a Western-centric perspective. The fracture we
speak of takes on a surprising number of cultural forms, as we have seen in the previous
section: interior versus exterior; public versus private; the State versus the people,
tradition versus modernity.
Hay Mohammadi has a specific history, intimately tied to the history of 20th Century
Morocco: the Protectorate, new urban models, independence. The heritage it holds has
permitted us to closely observe the adjustments, transformations and appropriations that
were made to the structures during their 60 years of existence. Had the modernist
experiment taken place without the fanfare and international curiosity, we would
undoubtedly not have been unable to document in such detail the genesis of the
neighbourhood. As such, the early beginnings of the buildings form a solid basis, a
starting point for our study: this was the neighbourhood in 1953, and this is the
neighbourhood now.
Throughout this thesis, we have sought to create a path between the past and the
present, to demonstrate the underlying reasons for the changes carried out on a
modernist neighbourhood, and have shown that the appropriation of the urban
environment is also about appropriating the colonial past. When colonialists, urbanists
and modernists set foot on Moroccan soil, they came with ideas and with goals. They
saw a blank canvas, on which they wished to develop a city that could be controlled,
secured and sanitised. But they also had a vision, to make the newly-housed populations
part of the imperial industrial machine. They wanted to make them into a certain type of
citizen. In several sections of this thesis, we underlined the tension that arises from such
ambitions, the tension between modernity and tradition. Colonialists wanted to make a
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certain type of people, but after they had left, the people were left to decide for
themselves. They made a different town, a Hay Mohammadi to replace the Carrières
Centrales, and by doing so they reclaimed the city, its structures, its past. We have
shown in this thesis that many of the appropriations, whose physical attributes are so
very evident, originate from the omnipresence of culture, religion, norms and tradition.
Culture, in essence, is everywhere, and its shapes our environment.
The starting point behind housing transformation is immobility. We demonstrated that
inhabitants are attached to their neighbourhood: there is a strong feeling of belonging in
Hay Mohammadi, and the vitality of the area certainly has a large role in keeping people
from moving away. The people now have an identity. ‘We come from Hay
Mohammadi. This is our home.’ The people have made a living for themselves; the
building’s origins have become irrelevant; their singular names have disappeared (cité
verticale is now called after the mosque built in its square); They have appropriated the
neighbourhood, and they do not want to leave. But we also showed that people stay
because they have the possibility of adapting their homes instead of moving away – a
practice we underpinned with the ‘move and improve’ and ‘exit, voice, loyalty’
theories. This constitutes a viable coping strategy to the changing wants and needs of
urban households.
We discussed these changes in Chapter 4.2, and found that from a socio-demographic
angle, there are many factors that can push for the transformation of dwellings. We
could argue that it is unwise to separate the demographic and the social factors of
change, as they influence each other greatly. Social norms dictate that a potentially large
number of people may have their claim for a place in any one given dwelling. And
simultaneously, the universal circle of life, explained through simple demographics,
means that the number of people living in a dwelling may rise, through the birth of a son
or daughter in the household, or fall, through the death of a member. But household
events go beyond the limited sphere of mortality, as is also the case in any world
context. The societal contextualisation of the issue is vital for our understanding of the
process… how else would we understand the numbers put forward by demographers?
In Chapter 4.3, in-situ adjustments were discussed, where we realised that the nature of
people’s issues is a major contributing factor in the household’s potential to adapt.
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Following the logic that ‘If the necessity comes from within, it can also be remedied
from within’, we could conclude that the endogeny of household issues is a contributing
factor to potential in situ transformation. It remains to be seen if this holds in the varied
contexts of world cities, both developed and developing and further research would help
shed some light on the matter. In our study, however, the interviews with residents of
Hay Mohammadi proved that the interlinking of social and demographic factors is
crucial for our understanding of the transient composition of households, and by
extension, the metamorphosis of the neighbourhood. We showed that the
neighbourhood’s ‘shaping’ is the result of a neighbourhood-scale assemblage of microlevel household decisions.
But, in fact, there are also ‘purely’ cultural reasons for change: those underlying
rationales that do not hold an easily-definable societal façade. Religion, intimacy,
gender, emotions all have spatial consequences in this context, and as a result deserve
geographers’ attention. Most notably, Chapter 4.4 addressed the importance of privacy
in Muslim society. We showed that intimacy is built into the traditional urban tissue:
there exists a strong public/private space dichotomy, yet people have traditionally
developed coping methods to counter this sharp distinction (room hierarchy, limitrophe
space, etc.) in their everyday lives. This coping method led – in part – to spectacular
territorial appropriation phenomena in the cité verticale buildings. Naturally, they are
hastened by factors such as household expansion, cramped space and inability to move
away, as discussed throughout the thesis. Better knowledge of these appropriation
processes could be put to good use by planners, policy-makers and architects at the
design stage of neighbourhoods: cities need a viable, cost-effective method of dealing
with housing issues in contexts where bottom-up, user-initiated transformation can
thrive.
Chapter 4.4 also exposed the fascinating power relations that exist within Moroccan
society, especially between the people and ‘the Makhzen’. These power relations,
combined with deeply embedded attitudes regarding interior/exterior, public/private
space, have led to a general lack of collective action to common issues. Public space is
not seen as a collective space. Or, more specifically, it is not a space in which
aggregated individual efforts are seen to yield a common goal. Naturally, excessive
generalisations of this observation would be unwise. Yet with our research, we managed
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to identify this characteristic in many people’s urban daily lives. Further research
would certainly help to better frame these attitudes. Possibly with relation to the Dutch
and European contexts: does this factor explain first-generation migrants’ lack of
participation and investment in community life? If it is a trait embedded into their
culture and beliefs, it is probable that it lives on in the migrant neighbourhoods of The
Netherlands. Likewise, a strong community feeling and attachment to the values of the
family could be seen to explain migrants’ perceptions and strategies during their first
steps in their country of immigration.
It is truly remarkable to have had the opportunity of documenting the evolution of
Casablanca. The ‘blank canvas’ becoming a heavily-transformed, inherently unique
urban setting. Our explanations for change – namely socio-demographic, strategic, and
cultural – have both visible and invisible consequences in the urban environment. They
thoroughly deserve the sustained attention of researchers who seek to better understand
the dynamics of popular neighbourhoods in our world’s developing cities. We can learn
from Casablanca even in the Dutch and European contexts. Specifically, regarding
immobility in housing studies and the role of culture in inhabitant’s decisions, as was
discussed above.
The issues that face the planet’s megacities are numerous. Cities are booming, poverty
is rife, communities are dying, housing is scarce. But all is not lost; our cities simply
deserve more attention. We can all learn from Casablanca.

Brendan Culley
Utrecht, August 2011.
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APPENDIX

A – Interview guide (translated from French)
Brendan Culley
15th May 2011

This interview guide is preferably to be used with local inhabitants in a transformationprone urban environment. It looks at the household, the dwelling, the neighbourhood,
public space, and the reasons behind the transformations relating to any of these
themes.
Template: Title of the sub-theme
Aim of the sub-theme

Question A
Question B [internal personal note]
Question …

Interview guide (8 sub-themes)
⊗ The household: before living here…
Understanding the general identity of the household

Reasons for moving? What made you leave?
How long did you leave at your previous address?
What makes you stay here? What makes you refuse to leave?
Neighbours? Do you know someone who has been here for long?
Housing tenure? Outlook for the future? Housing career?
Spin-off: anything, depending on interviewee’s answers
⊗ The neighbourhood: situation at first
Document the neighbourhood at its initial situation

What was there? [nudge: social status, infrastructure]
What has changed?
What appealed to you, displeased you?
The planning (the position of the neighbourhood’s constituent elements): has it changed
a lot?
⊗ The dwelling: current uses
Document the day-to-day uses

Role of the rooms (eat/sleep/relax and intimate/private/entertaining)
Which is the most used room?
How many people live in the dwelling?
Spin-off: document activities that go on out outside of the dwelling [perhaps these go
hand-in-hand with inside activity?]
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⊗ The dwelling: logics behind transformations
Identify the real reasons behind the transformations

When did the transformations take place?
Aim of the transformations, objectives
Why transform? What were the issues?
Your perspectives [housing tenure/career]: do they have a role in your decision?
What place for: tradition/culture/religion ?
Spin-off: find the root of the reasons for transformations: socio/eco/cultu/relig
⊗ The dwelling: transformations in practice
Identify the modalities of transformations, the practical side

Who transformed? Outside help? Neighbours, craftsmen, etc.
Place of the authorities in these transformations?
Role of the City in the (general) development of the neighbourhood?
Who/what prevented these transformations? Money, rules, neighbours, knowledge, etc.
⊗ The dwelling and the neighbourhood: future uses
To help build an evolution insight: past, present and future

Possible future transformations and reasons
What do we want to keep, take away, or add [nudge: new tram]
Where do you see the neighbourhood in ten years?
Spin-off: strengths and weaknesses of the new situation; general perspectives on the
state of things
⊗ The neighbourhood: appreciation
Understand the place that community has in the household setting

Intensity of attachment to the neighbourhood? [is the neighb. an integral part of the
dwelling landscape?]
What makes it different to the rest of the city?
Types of inhabitants? (new arrival, rural, poor, professional, etc.)
Contacts with neighbours (behaviour, availability, solidarity)
Contacts with residents associations (syndicats in French)
Contacts with political representation (mostly local politics)
How do these things contribute to the attachment to your place?
Spin-off: the possibilities of moving out, and associated costs; reasons for staying put;
importance of the community
⊗ Public space
Document the practices outside of the dwelling

Where do you place the limit between public space and your private space?
Spatial description of the public space nearby the dwelling
Activity description of the public space nearby the dwelling
So is this space used? Valued?
Possible link with the lack of space inside
Maintenance: whose role is it to maintain the public space?
Transformations: is public space also adaptable?
Spin-off: [complete with public space literature findings]
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B – Interviewee biographies
Non-exhaustive: only interviews quoted in extenso are included. Names are fictional.
Mounir (mid-60s): Retired airplane engineer and trade unionist, having lived in
Casablanca for most of his life. Interviewed on two occasions in March 2011 at his
home in Hay el Hana.
Assam (mid-30s): Nid d’abeille dweller, interviewed at his home in March 2011 and at
a café in May 2011., married, two children. Lived in Europe for several years, bought
apartment in 2002. Economic status: Unemployed, with money issues.
Chaïma and Choukriya (both early 30s): Trame dwellers, interviewed at their home in
March 2011 and May 2011. Daughters of recently deceased furniture maker. Both
single. Grew up in Hay Mohammadi.
Dounia, head of household (70s); Loubna (60s), sister; Hassane and Kamal (late 20s),
sons (twins): interviewed at their home in March and May 2011. Dounia has lived in
Nid d’abeille all of her life. Unclear as to who else resides in apartment.
Maïmouna and Halima (both 60s): Sisters. Unmarried or widowed. La Tour dwellers,
have lived there all of their lives. interviewed at their home in March 2011 and May
2011.
Youssef (late 60s): Nid d’abeille dweller since 1963. Interviewed on the street outside
of his home in May 2011. Retired.
Amine (late 60s): Sémiramis dweller, previously Nid d’abeille dweller. Owned a barber
shop in Nid d’abeille. Interviewed on the street outside of his home in May 2011.
Retired.
Mourad (mid 20s): Hay Hassani dweller. Lived in neighbourhood all his life.
Interviewed at his home in March 2011. Call-centre employee.
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